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Then _tlle long-suffering farmers lost p·a tience. "Tar and feather him! Lynch him!" the:y:_ roared,
and rushed in for vengeance. Flop! Ted whirled, sitting with his back to the
galloping horse's hea,d. "Sorry to leave you!" Ted cried, politely.
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SLICKER _'THAN SILK
I

OR,
I

THE SMOOTHEST BOY ALIVE
,;

By ROB ROY

CHAPTER I.
" SI LK ISN'T SLICK AT ALL WITH THAT BOY!"

1

"Bobo, you're all I have left in the world. Thank
goodness, they can't get you I"
Charles Dromus, late part proprietor of the Unparalleled Dromus Hippodrome, sat ~n the stone wall before
the little country- hotel.
In one ha.nd, by a single long bridle rein, he held tethered the only thing that he owned in the world.
Bobo was a magnificent-looking animal-a true, beautiful circus horse.
·
.
.
Everything belonging to the show had been attached by
creditors.
Dromus's partner, the real head of the- "show," ha.d
skipped at the first sign of trouble. Nothing of the firm's
property was left.
·
"But you're mine, Bobo, because you belonged to me
personally, and not to the firm," poor, mild-mannered
little Dromus explained.
He sp~e to the horse as if he knew· what he was saying.
Curiously enough, the people in this little town of
Prodsburg believed, for the most part, that Dromus's private property was not liable for the debts of the late firm:
But Dollner, the landlord at the Prodsburg House, was
even now in court across the street, with a notion in his
head that he could attach ·that handsome and ·intelligent
·
horse, Bobo.
"Why, I of course you ean attach," explained Justice

Ferrall. "That is, if the circus fellow owes you more than
twenty dollars."
"He owes ·me seventy-eight dollars and fifty cents,"
returned Dollner, warmly.
"Then, wait until I draw up the papers, and we'll make
out that complaint in a hurry," nodded the judge, reaching for his spectacles. "Dawkins," to the Constable; "you
stay handy until I draw up the writ for you to serve."
The little country court had adjourned a half an hgur
ago.
But a boy who had drifted into court simply because the
courtroom was a cool, shaded place still remained.
Ted Torrant-no home, no near relatives or friends, no
job and possessing mighty little money, had just waked
up out' of an undisturbed nap.
"Going to put a writ on the poor circus man's horse,
ed ?" wondered the boy, with a start. "Whew! It's a
shame to clean a fellow out of his last beiongings like
that. But, Ted Tarrant-attention!"
All of a sudden thi~ boy had waked up very thoroughly.
No longer was there anything in the least drowsy or
far-away about him.
For Ted was out in the world to get along-somehow.
Heretofore, by being too slow, he had not done well.
"This is the one chance I've seen in a year I" fl.ashed
the boy.
He did not run, but slouched out of the courtroom as
if he had just tired of staying there longer.
He was not exactly a handsome boy, this Ted, but he
had a good and honest look in his face.
His hair was of a dark brown, ~is eyes, soft brown, his
face between ruddy and olive •
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- --He looked like seventeen years of' age, which was a few
montbs more than he could rightly claim.
Since his fourteenth year Ted had been an orphan.
Brought up in a small manufacturing town, he had
found himself forced to go further afield and .become a
farmer's boy.
During the last year he had saved a little money. Simply by wearing his old clothes, now w~ll outworn, he had
laid by thirty dollars.
But 'l'ed had tired of farming.,
He was out to see the world now and to choke a living
out of it.

Ibills into the astonished fellow 's hand and almost snatch-

iug away the receipt.
· '
·
"But-'-hold on!"
"Don't be uneasy," said Ted, reassuringly; "Vll see you
through this somehow, olcl fellow. If I make any good
money on this deal you'll get some of it to add to that
twenty-five. You wouldn't have got a cent th9 other way.
Sh! Here they come!"
DollnerJ looking very happy, and Dawkins, looking very
important, came down from the courtroom together.
Three farmers who had been standing together at the
curb a littkway up the street now joined the pair from
the courtroom.
"Work don't pay," Ted had grunted to himself. "I've
These farmers were named· Cramer, Johnson and Petty.
been working like an Italian-and see what I've got out
were ordinary, middle-aged farmers, and honest
rrhey
of it. There must be some easier way of getting along
as the world goes.
enough,
than doing downright hard work. I'm going to find that
But these three men were all lovers of horse-flesh.
way."
A week gone. By sleeping out of aoors in this fine They had got wind that, Dollner intended to attach the
summer weather, and by buying the commonest kind of horse and they were on hand to see whether they could
food, Ted Tarrant had kept all of his capital but t wo pick up a horse away below market value. ·
"Stand yam· ground a~d don't let 'em bluff you any,"
dollars.
urged Ted. " Don't be scared, Mr. Dromus. Let me do
Once out of the courtroom, Ted darted down the single
the talking if it gets thick."
flight of stairs, and sped across the str~et to where D!ioDromus still looked on like one dazed. He didn't fully
mus sat looking moodily around him.
realize yet that he had parted with that handsome animal,
"Say, get a move on!" whispered Ted. "Take out your
though he did realize that under one hand in a pocket he
fountain pen and a piece of paper and write a swift bill
now held t wenty-five dollars where a moment before he
of sale, passing that horse of yours to me. My name is
had held nothing.
.Edward Tarrant. Make the price twenty-five dollars, as
The pa:rty of five crossed the street.
that is the biggest amount I can pay."
Constable Dawkins reached out for Bobo's bridle, which
Dromus, the weak-eyed and slow-minded-the man who Ted now held.
had been the " good thing" in the late circus partnership,
"Dromus," Dawkins began, "I'm sorry to say that l've
looked up with a sudden start.
got to take the horse."
"What you talking about, sonny? Mind wandering?"
"What have you got to do with this horse, officer?" Ted
"Hurry!" urged Ted, glancing over one shoulder at the broke in.
little business block opposite in which the courtroom was
"What have you got to do with it, either, young man?" .
situated. "Hustle! Dollner, the hotel man, has an at- the Constable shot back a.t our hero.
tachment out against your horse."
But Ted, who had jerked back, still keeping the bridle
"But the horse is mine. It didn'.t belong to the firm ." out of his clutche~, shot a b'ombshell into the legal camp
"That makes no difference. Creditors can take the by declaring :
property of either member of a firm . The plain question
" I have bought the horse and hold the bill of sale!"
is, do you want to be cleaned out, without a cent, or do '"Bill of sale?" snorted Dawkins. "Go away! The
you want to have twenty-five dollars in your pocket?"
horse isn't Dromus's to sell. The court has attached it."
"I- I- -"
.
"I haven't seen the court doing any attaching," ven"Then write out the bill of sale, setting the price at tured Ted, ·coolly, as he fastened the nigh end of, the
twenty-five dollars," broke in Ted Tarrant, decisively.
bridle to the bit ring.
"But- -" ·
"Why, I've got the writ right here · in my hand," flus•
"Man, I'm trying to save you ! By the time that slow- tered Dawkins, flourishing his paper.
"Oh, then you mean you were just going to attach the
footed Constable gets downstairs wl.th his paper you'll be
without your horse or a cent of money, either. Quick! horse?" Ted answered, sweetly. "That's a different thing,
you know. That writ gives you the right to attach DroWrite as I dictate."
mus's horse-but Dromus hasn't got any horse."
Though he moved as in a trance, Dromus wrote:
,
"Oh, stop your clatter," ordered the Constable, angrily.
"For twenty-five dollars, paid in hand this date, I sell "I'm going to take the horse, anyway."
to Edward Tarrant my horse Bobo. · CHARLES DROMus."
"Does that writ give you any right to take my horse?"
asked Ted, firmly, his eyes glinting out a warning.
"Here's the twenty-five!" throbbed Ted, forcing the
"If it's your horse, young man, prove it."
t
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"Easily, by the bill of sale,'' returned Torrant, :fl.ashing
the receipt that Drorp.us had just given him. "That paper
was made ()Ut and signed, and the money paid, be.fore you
got busy for the court. You can't touch my horse, Constable, and if you try it there's going to be trouble."
"Run the boy in now and settle about the horse afterwards;" -qrged Dollner, gruffly.
"Oh, that's your advice, is it?" :fl.ashed Ted, wheeling
upon the hotel landlord. "Now, see here, all of you ! It's
easy enough to run me in, and you can take the horse
over. But, by_ the Lord Harry! you'll have a reckoning
when you get through. Any outrage that is sprung on me
will have to be settled with the lawyer hired by the people
who are back of me. Now, are any of you going to take
me for a simple, out-of-luck colW'.ltry boy that you can
bluff all you please? Officer, this is my horse, and I';n
able to prove property. Never mind who I bought it for.
I'm going to get on the horse now and ride it away wlien
I please. The fellow JVho tries to stop me, without just
Qause, is going to have some mighty tough law to wrestle
with, and stands to lose some of his property thi·ough
damage suits. Now! Anybody want to stop me?"
•red looked inquiringly around.
As he did so he callght sight of Justice Ferrall, standing a little way back, But that didn't worry our hero any.
Up! He was on Bobo's back.
"Gentlemen, I hope you all understand that this is my
horse, don't you?"
"I don't know about it?" began the Constable, growl, ingly, Then, turning:
"vVhat' do you say about it, judge?"
"I never decide cases out of court," replied the justice,
warily. "Court's adjourned for to-day, I'll decide anything you want to bring before me,in the morning."
"Mr, Dromus," demanded Ted, looking at the late cir~
cus man, '-'you sold me this horse, didn't you?"
"Yep," nodded the weak-eyed man, bii.t he still looked
dazed.
"Then I demand that purchase money, or enough of it
to settle my bill," roared Dollner.
"There's tbe wretch now!" yelled a shrill female voice.
A thin, micldle-agecl, wiry-looking woman, dressed in
dingy black ancl brandishing a battered old umbrella,
came around the corner, caught sight of Dromus, and
·
started-for him.
"My wife! Oh, Lord!" groaned Dromus, turning white.
In ·an instant he was streaking it down the street as
fast as his legs would carry him.
"Stop that man!" shouted the angry woman, appealing
to the by-standers. "He's my husband, and he deserted
me!"
"By gracious, judge! That would be a good excuiie to
nab the fellow," whispered Dawkins, hoarsely,
"No good,'' contradicted tbe country justice. "You'll.
have to wait until to-morrow. Then the woman can come
into my court and get a warrant for non-support. 13y
that time," chuckled Justice Ferrall, glancing down tbe

~treet

3

after the running man, "by that time Dromus will
be in another State if he keeps on running."
"Can't you llSeless men do nothing?" screamed Mrs.
'
Dromus.
did
Dromus
Mrs.
heads.
their
shook
men
Stiffly the
that
know
not
did
she
Plainly
not even look at the horse.
it had ever belonged to her husband.
"Then I'll catch ·the wretch myself," she panted, and
off down the street she fled after the man, who was just
now turning a corner in the distance.
"I want either that horse or .the money," growled Dollner to the justice. "Ferrall, what chance have I of getting that horse ?"
"None on earth that I can see-outside of court," replied the justice.
"Then I'm dished?"
"I don't want to decide out of court," responded the
justice, cautiously; "but I'm just a bit afraid you were a
half an hour too slow, Dollner."·
Ted, sitting coolly by on Bobo, understood the drift of
'
what was passing.
He smiled pleasantly as Dollner looked around with· a.
•
glare.
"I'm awfully sorry to interfere with any other plans,
gentlemen," 'red broke in, politely. "But I couldn't see
a good chance for a trade slip by. So, as you're all !:lgreed
that the horse is mine, I'm going off to try ·the beast a
Lii."
Though Ted had no saddle, and was mounted bareback,
he went away down the street at as pretty a canter as a
.
. .
cowboy could hav~ managed.
"Say, that boy is as slick as silk all right," uttered Justice Ferrall, admiringly.
"Huh!" gruffed Constable Dawkins. "Silk isn't slick
et all, compared with that boy. Why, he bought the horse
right out from under our noses, Dollner."
Landlord, judge, constable and three farmers walked
slowly up the path to the hotel porch.
In the meantime Ted Torrant was off, feeling as if he
lieu made the stroke of his life.
"Beauty! You're just a jim-dandy, Bobp !" gasped the
boy, as he turned the animal down a country lane and
went on at that pretty canter. "Why, Bobo, old fellow,
you're worth every cent of three hundred dollars! Three?
Why, by Jove/ there are people that'd be glad to give :five
hundred for you."
The world looked brighter as Ted looked over the sunny
fields from the back of that magnificent animal.
"Gracious! Bobo, old fellow, that was a big stroke of
business to do in so few minutes. Didn't I scare those
people off frorri bluffing J?e, ·though? They took it for
granted that I was some stable hand authorized to buy for
someone else. Say, Boho, I suppose I've got to sell you
one of these days--,.but, ob, dear! I wish I bad money
enough so that I could keep you all the time!"
Jerk! Bobo's front feet came down hard, his hind heels
flying up in the air at the same moment.
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"You scoundrel!" gritted Ted, in su~den anger.
Now, Bobo was off like a streak of wind.
But 'req Torrant, ha"iing ' kept his seat by sheer good
luck, quickly used his strong young arms to rein the handsome brute down to a walk.
Rear-up! Bobo was at his bucking tricks again.
The beast was in an ugly temper, t~o, if ever an animal
had been.
Failing whenever it tried to bolt, the beast stood on its
hind legs, threatening to go down backward on its new
young owner.
This it v.aried by a straightforward buck.
Ted, without saddle, and hanging on by his knees and
by one hand wound intp the animal's mane, was having a
, tough time in keeping his seat.
· "Let's see if we can't fool you?" gritted the boy.
With, a sudden strong jerk on the nigh line of the bridle
!ed drew Bobo's head around to the left.
But still Ted kept on with the tug, never letting up.
So Bobo was forced to turn circle after circle, always to
the left.
There in the middle of the country road they went
.through with this circling until the horse began to wobble
under the boy.
"Dizzy, eli, you brute?" growled Ted, and let up on the
tug at the nigh rein.
Bobo, delighted to be able to stand still, stood trembling and tamed until the dizziness passed off.
· "You confounded brute," ground out, exasperated Torrant, "that bucking and rearing trick of yo.urs takes two
or t11ree hundred dollars off what you'd otherwise be
worth."
It was a blow, but the boy was no longer eager to keep
his horse .
And he realized that, while Bobo with a good disposition might be worth five hundred dollars, the brute with
these mean tricks would do well to fetch a hundred anywhera.
•
rc Not as big a deal as I thought, you ugly scoundrel !"
quivered the . boy. "But, anyw~y, I ought to get some
profit out of you. Back to town, Bobo, you ugly rascal,
and we'll see if anybody in Prodsburg wants you very
badly."
But Bobo, with his recent lesson from a firm, experience.a hand, behaved beautifully on the way back into
Prodsburg's main street.
With a flourish, Ted Torrant drew up before the curb
in front of the Prodsburg House.
Up on the porch Farmers Johnson, Cramer and Petty
rose with alacrity. Down they came to the sidewalk, chewing straws thoughtfully and looking over the handsome
animal, which, despite its' fast cante.r, did not show the
turning of a hair.
"What ye going to do with your nag, son?" asked Farmer Johnson. "Thinking of trading, mebbe ?"

· There was ,trade in the air-no mistaking that.
Ted wheeled around ·on his animal, looking swiftly at
all three of the horse-lovers.
"Gentlemen," our hero answered, promptly, "this splendid animal is in the market for anyone who'll pay a right
price. What's the offer?"
'
Then, though he looked calm enough, Ted Torrant began to quiver inside.
It meant world's to him how his first investment turned
out.

CHAPTER II.
TED DOES TOO WEtL TO PLEASE THE F .A,RMERS.

~'How much did you say ye gave for the. beast?" queried ·
Johnson, curiously.
~
"Why?" challenged Ted, promptly·.
"We-ell, that WO'\lld give a sort of an idea how much ye
ought to take."
"Don't you think it," disputed Ted, promptly.
Then, remembering the bluff he had made about somecne being "behind" him, he followed up with:
"It wouldn't be safe for me to sell, friends, unless I
made a good thing on the trade. I'd hear too quick and
hard from the folks that back me in this line."
"Then this is your business, is it? Hoss trading?"
asked Johnson, suspiciously.
"Just at present," Ted nodded, and spoke the truth.
"Dunno as I wanter deal with hoss-traders, anyway,"
grunted Johnson.
"Oh, well, I haven't asked you to," Ted came back
~milingly. -''Fact is, I didn't believe you'd feel like putting out the money that it'd take to get this animal. It'll
only be some swell fellow who wants ~ real horse that'll
appreciate this animal."
"What's the price, anyway?" insisted Johnson, while
the other two farmers looked curiously on, chewing at
their straws.
"I haven't really an idea yet," Ted answered, slowly.
"I'll listen to offers-that's all."
Johnson looked the horse over critically, and with a
face that looked as if he didn't exaetly like Bobo's appearan~

"Mebbe I'd offer ninety dollars," he hesitated.
"Don't!" objected Torrant, promptly.
, "It wouldn't do
any good."
"If ye wa.nt more, mebbe ye'll get it-some day, when
the hoss has et its head off," hinted the farmer.
"Would ye take a hundred for the hoss ?".asked Cramer,
slowly.
"No," said Ted, very promptly. "It's just as I thought, ·
gentlemen; none of you i:eally want an animal like this.
You haven't any use for one, anyway. So I'm going over
to the Mascot House and put up for the night."
"Why don't ye .stop here?" asked Farmer Petty, jerk-

~
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ing a thumb over bis shoulder at the Prodsburg House.
"That mare's worth two hundred of anybody's money,"
·(
Johnson· glowed.
"Dollner'd use ye ~11 right."
"I'd say about a hundred," returned Torrant, slowly.
"Would he?" smiled 'red, quietly. "I'm afraid Dollner
might dream in the night that ·be had attached my horse.
As a matt~r of fact he placed the mare's value at about
Good afternoon, gentlemen."
a hundred and fifty, and he was satisfied that she was a
"Hold on a second," called Johnson after him.
safe driver at any time.
But Ted rode on at a canter, as if he had not heard. ,
"Give ye the mare and seventy-five to boot for your
"If Johnson, or any of the rest of 'em, really want me, beast," proposed Johnson . .
"No use," sighed Ted, though he was jumping inwardthey'll look me up at the hotel this evening," · wisely ut·
ly. "I knew it wouldn't be."
tered the boy.
So he went to the Mascot House, stabled the horse and
"Mebbe I'd make it ninety and my mare," urged the
lol)fed aro'1nd on the porch waiting for 'business to turn ea~ farmer.
1
"I'm going up to sit on the porch. H yot1. think you'll
up.
Ted's guess was a. good one. Within an hour. Farmer lift your figure a good bit, it may be worth your while to
Johnson rode up in a buggy hitched ·to a trim-looking come up and sit with me," our hero invited. "But understand that a horse like mine doesn't go at any mark-down
little black mare.
"Howdy, Torrant !" called _the farmer, coming up to sale like you want."
.
Johnson .talked, argued, offe~ed, but Ted looked bored.
the porch after he had hitched his own mare.
"Glad to see you again,'' smiled the boy.
. Several of the hotel's loungers gathered around th.em.
"Yes; just thought I'd like to talk that boss trade over
"I might as well give it to you straight, Mr. Johnson,"
Ted explained at last. "Yo"Q're not off&ing enough, .and,
with ye. Want to take a look at my mare?"
. "I saw her when you drove up," Ted replied, indi£- besides, you don't undeTstand . my horse. He's too frisky,
ferently . .·
too nervous and too strong for you. You'd come to trou"Want to take a little spin behind her?" hinted the ble handling him."
farmer.
"I'll handle that boss, or any other that I ever saw,"
"Why, what for?" .
gruffed the farmer. "And I'll offer you a hundred and
"Just to see what sort·of a critter she is."
twenty-five and my little mare to boot."
"Speak out plainly, man," begged Ted. "Do you mean
It was altogether too good a trade to be refused. But
that you want to talk trade?~'
Ted didn't propose to accept too swiftly.
"Thought mebbe I might," answered the farmer, cau- . "If we should trade at those figures, Johnson, you'd
tiously.
understand that you were trading without any guarantee
"Oh! I thought perhaps you had already made up your as to my horse's disposition~ So we'd better drop the
mind about it. But what's the use, J ohnscin? You don't idea."
1
understand a horse like mine, and you wouldn't pay the
"Oh, I'll take that ·horse without any guarantee," dedared the farmer. "I understand horses all right, even if
price, either."
"Depends on what the price might be," argued John- I dci locik foolish by paying a top price."
son, looking eagerly at the boy. "And a4o on how 1 liked
"Can you raise the money easily?" .
"Yes, sir. Got it with me," declared the farmer,
your. hoss after trying him."
"T~ying liim ?" retorted Ted. "My horse ain't up for proudly.
"Well, come inside and I guess we'll m~ke out the
any trial. You know the horse as well as I do. It's ·no
use, Mr. Johnson."
papers. But no guarantee, mind you," Ted added, laugh.:
· "Mebbe it.is," persisted the farmer, showing more eag- fngly.
Within ten minutes the money had passed. Johnson
erness just because our hero turned as if he were going
inside the hotel. "Tell ye what ye do. Come right dow:rf was hitching Bobo into his buggy, while Ted was leading
· and take a. .look at my mare. Then I'll. name an offer- the mare, Dolly, back to the hotel stable.
"Dolly, you look like a good, safe animal," whispered
take it or leave it."
"Oh, I'll go down and look at your mare, if you want," the boy, tenderly, as he patted the little mare in the stall.
Ted assented, turning slowly. "But I haven't any idea "And-gracious! I've got you and five times as much
money as I had this afternoon. Dolly, your new owner's
that you and I will do anything, · Johnson."
But Ted went down and looked the mare over. He getting slick- sure thing!"
knew horses when h~ saw them. His eye was as trained
Then, f~eling that life had made a swift, good tUrn in
as that of. a trader or a veterinary.
,
his favor, Ted Torrant strolled into the hotel for his own
"Jump in behind me and try a half mile up the street," much-to-be-relished supper.
The porch was dese>ted when he came out agaiR, but
proposed Johnson. "Handle the lines yourself, too."
Ted accepted. At the farmer's side he put t.Jie little · Farmer Cramer sat in a buggy down at the curb.
"Want to talk hoss a bit, Torr~nt?" called C~amer.
mare through a swinging, easy, fast mile.

'
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"Sure enough, if therii's anything in it," Ted replied,
"I am. I was square, I told you Bobo had a bad_dissauntering to the street and eyeing Cramer's sorrel mare! position, and that if you traded I'd sell without guarantee.
It was a likely enough looking animal to our hero's You agreed to t4at, and I took your own offer as to the
quick eye.
price."
·
"I su,ppose you know Bobo's gone?" asked Ted, casually.
"But--"
"Gone, eh?" echoed Cramer. "Sho, no! What do you
"You're a squealer, Mr. Johnson. That's a11 that ails
mean?"
you. You want to go back on a bargain of your own
Ted told about the trade that had been made.
forcing."
Cramer listened, showing a £ace in which disappomt"Mebbe I'll offer you twenty dollars for a bac,k trade,"
ment deepened.
hinted the farmer.
"Johnson was surely in a terrible hurry," he growled.
"Well, in the first place, I haven't got your black mare
"How'd you like to trade your mare for mine?" Ted that you traded to me. I've swapped her for Cramer's
asked.
sorrel. If you want me to take Bobo off your bands, 'I'll
"Even?"
querie_
d
Cramer.
give
you sixty dollars and the sorrel mare for Bobo. But
1
"I must ' have a reputation for being a fool in this that'll have to be done to-night, and you'll have to :p.od
town," laughed Ted. "Of course I wouldn't trade even." quick, for I'm going to bed in ~ very few minutes, The
"Then I wouidn'.t be ·interested."
sorrel mare and sixty dollars for Bobo, if you do- it at
"I thought not," replied Torrant, and, turning, went once. But I won't'argue or hang around."
back to the Mascot House porch.
Within ten minutes the trade had been made.
But Cramer followed, and sat down. Cramer's sorrel
Ted slept soundly that night. In the morning he woke
mare w.as really good one-a good enough one for any- up chuckling wit~ the realization of how easily life was
body-but Ted 'Soon · developed the fact that Cramer coming.
.
thought he really wanted that black mare.
Farmer Petty was already outside. He had a gray geldAt the end of half an hour, during which Cramer did ing, add a very fair one to trade, and he wanted Bobo
nearly all the bargaining, Cramer took the black mare, badly.
leaving the sorrel and thirty dollars in cash behind.
"Why, Johnson took Bobo last .n ight," said Ted, honTed patted his wad almost lovingly, t4en took it in and estly. "You "don't want a£. animal that ha.s so much horse
left it with the landlord for safekeeping in'.' the office safe. in iL It's no beast for a farmer.!'
After that he went out to the stable for another look at
As a matter of fact, Petty didn't want that horse for
sorrel.
himself. He believed he could keep the animal a while
"Oh, I'm doing first rate," smiled the boy, contentedly. and sell well to some rich horseman.
"I'll keep on doing first rate until I have the hard luok to
"You'd be back within an hour, calling me a fakir,"
lose my wad on some old crow-bait that looks like the real objected Ted. "I tell you, it's too good a horse for you to
~hing, but isn't."
think of driving."
He i;pent the evening on the porch, keeping somewhat
"Huh!" snorted the unconvinced Petty, wounded by
apart from the regular loungers there.
the very idea that there was a horse in the world too good
About nine o'clock, however, Ted looked down into the for him to handle. ('Say, I'll give .ye seventy-five and· my
street to see a dejected-looking man leading Bobo up to sorrel for your b1ute." •
the curb.
·
"Make it a hundred," proposed Ted, softly, "and I'll
It was Johnson. He tied the handsome animal to 11. go you. But don't come back later and tell me I was right
hitching ·post, then came sheepishly up to Ted.
and that you can't handle so much horse."
"Tarrant, it's no use of my trying to keep that hoss,"
Within ten minutes Ted Torrant had another hundred
mumbled the farmer in a low voice.
in his R_ocket and a sorrel gelding in the stable.
"What are you going to do?" asked Ted, softly. "Sell?"
He was just wondering, a couple of hours later, whether
"Oh, see here, Torrant, that Bobo is a fearful beast to he should buy a saddle or a buggy for the gelding and
sell anybody."
move on to another town.
"Didn't I tell you as much before the crowd?"
But Petty came down the road, his dothes tor~ and
"Yes, you did," Johnson admitted, uneasily. "But I leading Bobo.
.
liad the brute out for a drive to-night, and she smashed
"Ye skinned llle," ro3red the !armer.
my Sunday buggy so that I'm afraid I can't get it fixed."
~'I skinned you?" queried Ted. "How? Didn't I t~ll
"I'm not a wheelright," laughed Ted, coolly.
you Bobo was too much horse for you? Didn't I refuse to
"See here, Torrant, I want ye to trade back, and I'll give aiiy guarantee? And didn't I take the precaution to
leave ye ten dolla~s to the good,'' pleaded Johnson.
say what I had to say before witnesses?"
"You must .take me for a plumb fool in business," Ted
"Then I skinned myself," Petty admitted, looking down ,
a!most exploded.
at the curbstone. "Say, youngster, how'll ye trade back?"
"I take ye for a feller that wants to be square mbusi"Petty, if you hadn't been square enough to admit that
ness," retorted Johnson, whiningly.
, it was your. own fault, I'd have declined to tra9.e for tl1i~
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btute back again. But you've been rather square in adAll hfn~ were plainly in a hot-tempered mood.
mitting your own fault, so, if you really want to trade,
"Business?" sneered Petty. "It was fl.im-fl.am !"
you can have your sorrel back and sixty to boot, in return
"Flim-fl.am !"repeated Ted, looking aston.ished. "Why,
for Bobo."
gentlemen, a.re any of you green enough to buy gold
"Sixty?" choked Petty. "Why, I gave you a hundred." bricks?"
"Yes, but you did that of your own free will. I'm
Then the long-suffering £armers lost patience.
doing the same now in offering sixty. I shall be better
"Tat and feather him, the young cheat!"
satisfied, too, if you don't take me up. I'm just paying
"Lynch him !" they roared.
my bill here and leaving town. Really, I'd rather take
Ted found himself surrounded by the angry crowd as
the sorrel."
·
they rushed in for vengeance.
That settled Petty. He took the sixty and the sorrel,
and Ted once more led Bobo back to the stall.
"It's hard to lose you, old fellow," smiled Ted, eying
'the first horse he had ever owned. "I've got you back
CHAPTER III.
once more-and a hundred and sixty to bobt !"
Feeling as well pleased with himself as he did, Ted took
TED PUTS WINGS ON MONEY.
his time about leaving the hotel. But at last he mounted
Bobo, bareback, and rode slowly do_wn the main street.
Whack! Bobo started as if shot~ leaping forward cfown
He was soon out of the business part 0£ the village and the road.
riding slowly along a 'rural lane. Bobo, after his larks
"Catch the bridle!" roared Cramer, trying to force his
with the last two buyers, had grown momentarily steady. way forward.
"Hullo!" wondered the boy, suddenly. "What's that
But Bobo was going much too fast.
crowd looking at me for? Why, there's Petty on his
Flop! Ted whirled around and threw his legs over,
sorrel ! And Cramer and Johnson there, too. And neigh- sitting with his back to the galloping horse's head.
hors of theirs. Why, I believe they must be waiting for
"Sorry to leave you, gentlemen!" Ted. cried, politely.
·me."
Then, with a farewell, good-natured wave of his hat, he
Ted could have ·wheeled and gone back the other way- was off down the road and lost to the view of the madbut not he.
dened men of Prodsburg.
Instead, he rode forward at an easy walk, nodding
"That's a good town to· leave behind," grinned the boy,
pleasantly as soon as he was close enough.
as, throwing his legs over the horse's back, he tuined
"Stop a bit, young man," called Johnson, stiffly, with a once more toward his steed's head. "My, but how mad
surly sneer.
some men will get after they've jobbed themselves by their
"Waiting :to see me?" nodded our hero. "All ri~ht, own smartness. "Ted, my boy, i£ you e;er bite off too
gentlemen. What can I do for you?"
much in busiiiess, take a lesson from those simpletons and
"Y-0u can listen to us a minute," roaTed Johnson. be good-natured about it."
"Then you can hand back the ·money you've robbed us of."
Then 'l'ed fell to questioning himself.
Was I tricky? Did I skin 'em?" he , asked himself,
Ted looked surprised, but made no answer, while the
farmer continued, angrily:
anxiously. "Now, let's see. I told those folk;s that Bobo
"First ··of all, Torrant, ye came by a hoss crookedly."
was tricky and high-strung; that he was too much horse
"Mistake number one," smiled Ted. "I bought this for most fqlks. Yet those men insisted on making trades.
horse from its owneT, and with money that I'd worked And we agreed on the te~ms after I'd warned 'em. No;
hard to save up."
I 9an't see that I've been cheating any. I'm a bit lucky,
"Now, look a-here," bellowed the farmer, growing red- and that, I suppose, often happens in business."
der than ever, "ye traded yer hoss to two of us and traded
With that settled, Ted rode on until he came to the
hosses with three of us. We've been comparin' notes. , next village.
We've got our hosses back, and you've got yourn. But
Here he stopped long enough to buy a saddle, a hat and
, ye've got a hundred and sixty dollars of our cash that you shoes, some good clothes and a natty-looking soft shirt
haint earned."
and tie.
"If I got any money ou,t of you," smiled Ted, still
"If I dGn't feel any more respectalffe, I must look sa,"
pleasant and far from losing his patience, "t~en I got it muttered the boy, as, mounting into the saddle, he started
all in fair and square-above-board trades, and you all had off again on his travels.
your eyes open, and there weren't any false pretenses
"The world is before us, Bobo, old fellow!" thrilled the
about it. Now, I ask you fairly, could any business have boy as h~ left' this second village l!ehind. "And you and
been run more straight?"
I can make a living together; too~ old Bobo, or I'm a los"Business ?" gasped Cramer. "Huh!"
ing guesser! My, but how good it seems to wear good
All the farmers were crowding closer about the boy, as clothes, travel on your own horse and have money in your
he sat calmly on Bobo.
pockets!"
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At the next town, Bradford, as it was nearly noon, Ted
rode up to a neat-loo,king little hotel, etabled his horse
and went into the h~tel for dinner.
The meal not bE)ing quite ready, Ted went out to a seat
on the porch.
Two crafty-looking. men in their thirties-men with
small, mean-looking eyes and wearing loud clothing and
flashy watch chains, took a swift look at the boy from the
sidewalk.
They bad already seen him ride into the yard on Bobo.
Now, they came up the walk to the porch. ·
''Stranger in town?" asked ' one of them, with a leer
that was meant to be pleasant.
. "Stranger to most everything in life," Ted retorted,
drily, looking the pair over without liking their looks any
better at close range.
The one who had not yet spoken. laughed easily.
· "~ay, you're a slick one, all right, ain't you, youngster.
.And- -"
"Here, you~ll have to clear away from here, you fellows!" sounded the landlord's angry voice, as the owner
of the hotel stepped outside and glared at the two flashylooking fellows.
"What's wrong, boss?" asked one of the pair.
"I'm pretty sure that you are," retorted the landlord,
firmly. "At all events, I don't want you around here, and
I won't have you, either. Git!"
Both of the fellows scowled angrily. But he was a big
~nd husky-looking man, that landlord, and he could summon porters and hostlers to help him if need be.
So the pair turned and slunk away.
"Who are they?" asked Ted, in an undertone.
"Why," explained the landlord, "they're believed to
be a pair of crooks that followed and operated in the wake
of the Dromus circus. Every circus has a few crooks
hanging on after it, you know. Burglars who go through
houses when all the folks are off at the show, and pickpockets who go through the crowd, and that sort of thing,
you know."
"SQ they're circus crooks, eh?" asked Ted, looking
down the street. after the pair. ·
"'Well, the Constables had 'em up before the court here,
but couldn't prove enough against 'em," replied the landlord. "But what do you make out of a couple of fellows
who answer to such names as Slimey Fetters and Twitch
· Grundy?"
"Good people to leave alone," smiled Ted. "Thank you
for chasing 'em away."
"I'm glad they 'ient, peaceable like," murmured the
landlord, letting his voice fa_ll. "'Fhere's · a poor sick
woman dying upstairs, and I don't want no scrimmaging
noise I around here."
"Poor woman dying?.;' repeated Ted, his face taking on
a saddened look.
"Yes; poor in every sense of the 1 word, too. Hasn't
, even enough to settle her bill here-not that that matters
any," muttered the landlbrd.

Big and husky fellow though he was, his voice was
trembling a bit, and two tears came into his eyes. That
made Ted respect the man. '
"Is the woman wanting for anything?" Ted asked,
quickly.
"For most everything, I reckon,'' murmured the landlord. "I can't find out; they're too proud to admit their
poverty."
"They?"
"The woman has a poor kid daughter with her," replied the landlord. r
•
Ted had money in his pocket, plenty of it, and 'lie knew )
what it was for .
"See here, landlortl," whispered Ted, darting up to his
feet, "if there's a woman in this hotel dying, and too poor
to pay for her last. comforts, you see that she has 'em,' and
111 pay for 'em. Understand? Has she a doctor?"
"Lord, no. Not since the .first visit. I reckon that took
all the poor thing's money, for she never sent out for the
medicine that the doctor prescribed."
"Get the doctor here again at once," Ted begged, passing two ten-dollar bills over to his host. "See that she
has the medicines and a nurse, too. See that she has
whatever she needs. If you need more, I'll furnish it." .
"Why, this is mighty good of you," murmured the puzzled landlord.
"No, it isn't," retorted Ted. "No better than it is of
you to feel that you don't care whether the poor soul can't
pay her bill here. You keep her mind easy on her bill,
and I'U help on other things. And shake!"
"Say," murmured the big man, as he grasped Ted's
hand and pressed it heartily, "I like your style."
"I like it myself," laughed the boy, lightly. "But now
hustle to see the poor soul attended to. And tell her anything you like about where the things are coming from.
But don't let the poor soul want for anything, and don't
let her refuse what she needs."
When Ted went to luncheon he felt well-pleased with
himself. He knew that 1upstairs, where an· unhappy woman 'iay .dying, she was at least being attended by a do~tor
and a nurse, and that the other things she needed were
being supplied.
Then out on the porch again went Ted, and sat dr.owsing over a newspaper that he had picked up in the hotel
office.
Yet hardly had ·he seated himself when a quick, firm,
light step sounded behind him.
Then there flashed into sight a girl, the first gl~pse
of whom made Ted Tarrant drop his paper and scramble
to his feet.
"You're Mr. Tarrant?" asked thi~girl.
It was a moment before Ted could summon enough
presence of mind to stammer :
"Yes, mies."
About sixteen, she was a rounded, slight little girl, with
a· great mass of raven hair and eyes that made one think
of midnight.
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Her face was pale, but bea,u tiful in its softness, while
. those lips and the dainty white teeth Ted instantly voted
were the prettiest he had ever seen.
Thougli neat to perfection in appearance, she was rather
shabbily dressed in black. Shabbiness, however~ was a
detaii'that one -didn't see all at ol).ce in such a girl.
"I am . Polly Brethnell," she said, simply, her great
black eyes looking full into his.
"I-I am glad to hear it," Te.d stammered, reddening,
and not knowing what be ;was saying.
"I asked and learned that it was you who had been so
kind to my mother," Polly went on, holding out one of
her slim, firm little white hands.
Dick took her l1and awkwardly.
"Oh, don't speak about that," he begged. "Who told
you, anyway?"
"Mr. Hopkins, the lanfilord. I ma.de him tell me."
"It's nothing," flushed Dick, ·still holding her hand.
"You see, I-er~r-I've been lucky lately, · and I-I
want to pass some of the good luck on. I hope your
mother will get well quickly."
"She won't. She can't," Polly answered, with a shake
of her head, and the tears coming slowly. "She's too ill
to get well. But I want to congratulate you, Mr. Tarrant,
on your kuidness of heart and your splendid sympathy for
'
old people in di~tress."
If Ted was confused and embarrassed, Polly wasn't.
She had a messag~ of heartfelt thanks to deliver, and she
:Qleant to do it thoroughly.
Then Ted, who was .trembling with the admiration he
felt for this superb young girl-a thoroughbred, every
inch of her-summoned up a great big dash of bravery.
"Miss Brethnell, if your mother is not to get well again,
you'll allow me to stand right by you as long as there's
anything that I can do, won't you?"
"I don't know how to refuse that," cried the girl, gratefully. "And I don't want to."
"And you'll allow tne to advise you about-well, about
what you're to do if your mother leaves you?"
Polly looked-at him frankly.
"Yes," she said, very distinctly, "if you can arrange my
future so that I can take care of myself and repay all you
are doing for me in this moment of trouble."
"I'll do that," Ted promised, confidently. "It'll be
easier than you think for, too, Miss Brethnell. And now
·( I mlist not keep you from your mother." .
After Polly had hurried back upstairs Ted Tarrant became very thoughtful.
"I've taken a heap -upon myself," he glowed. "But I
don't care. I'm young, and my shoulders are broad-and
a girl like Polly Brethnell is worth ~ll the trouble any
fellow can take. But, whew! I'm likely to want a heap
more :tnoney than i've got. Ted, my boy, this is where you
have to get out and hustle for all you're worth. You've
got to see Bobo go for good this time, I reckon. But wbat
of it? Bobo'll bring a goodish bit of ready .casl1-and the
world's full of chances to make money easy."

Ten minutes later Ted was cantering down a country
road on Bobo's back. He was headed for hother town.
He couldn't even try to make money in a town where such
a· blossom of girlhood as Polly Brethnell was.
"I only hope I can do something to get Polly Brethnell
well started in life," he muttered, as he rode down the
lonely country road. "I've only just seen her for the first
time, but-gracious !-I'd go through fire and flood to see
a happy sm'He on a face like hers!"
His thoughts of Polly got a sudden abrupt jerk when
he saw, standing idly at the side of the road, those two
disreputable characters, Slimey Fetters and Twitch
Grundy.
:
They eyed boy and horse curiously as the pair came
toward them.
Then Twitch suddenly called:
\
"Hey, son i That girth's going to come off and throw
you."
"Whoa!" Reining up, Ted quickly dismounted and
bent under the horse's belly.
But, as he straightened up again, he got. a fearful crack
on the head

CHAPTER IV.
TWITOH TURNS SLICK, TOO.

Right then and there Ted Tarrant saw all the stars he
had ever read about.
Down he went, fl.at on his face, while Twitch, with the
club he had hidden behind his back_ crouched over him.
"Shall I soak him again?" growled Twitch.
"Better," advised Slimey.
"I dunno as it's nec~ssary," reflected Grundy, aloud.
"He seems pretty still. Get up on his horse."
Slimey quickiy vaulted into the saddle on Bobo, _gathering in the reins.
"Get his wad!" called down Fetters.
"Reckon this is all there is of it;" answered Twitch,
holding up a thick roll of banknotes that he had taken
from one of the boy's pockets.
But he quickly went through our hero's remaining pock-

efa.
"Scoot, Slimey," he advised. "I can keep up tolerable
well on foot."
"Going to soak the kid again?"
"Reckon I've done for him already. If I haven't he'll
know our style too well, anyway, to follow."
Bobo's hoofs clicked on the road, as Slimey set off at a
trot.
.Twitch followed along at a brisk ·pace on foot.
I
And then Ted Tarrant opened his eyes.
He had not· been quite stunp.ed by the blow, but he had
I.tad the good silllse to keep still with men above him who
did not hesitate about a little thing like killing for maney.
"Oh, you infernal rascals!" quivered Ted, sitting up

•
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now, just in time to see the last of t!ie circus "razorbacks"
as they vanished around a turn in the road ahead.
"I've got to get that horse and the money agaiP., or
I'm no g'ood on earth!" quavered the boy, as he leaped .to
his feet,
He was a bit dizzy when he started off, but .his head
cleared as he went onwaTd.
' "There's the ch1b that hit me," he grouched vengefully,
as he espied a bludgeon lying ip. the dusty road.
Snatching it up, he was off again, traveling fast.
"Twitch is on foot, so I ought to be able to catch
them," he muttered. "If I don't get 'em my new rise in
the world has tumbled. And Polly? Poor little Polly
l.3reth:iiell!"
His wind seemed almost unfailing now. He covered
half a mile without a thought of being winded by his
steaJy run.
/
"I ought to catch up in a few minutes more," he reflected. ·"Then I'll have to play fo xy."
But he came upon his enemies sooner thap. he had expected.
Making a turn in the road, Ted came suddenly upon ll
scene .that made him throb.
Slimey lay quite still in the road, just as he had fallenpro ba bly pitched over Bobo's head.
"Whoa, you brute! Still!" Twitch was roaring, as he
tried to grab at tl1e bridle of the rearing animal.
Wheel! Bobo turned like flash, let h~s hind heels fly,
and landed them fearfully in Twitch's abdomen .
Down went Twitch, with a gasp, holding to his belt and
white as flot1r,
, "Serves you jolly good and right, you thief!" roared
Ted, as he shot past the done-i1p pair, "Whoa, Babu!
Easy, old fellow ! Easy now! Whoa!"
At sound of the voice that he knew well Bqbo stopped,
wheeled about, hesitated, and stood looking at Tarrant.
"Good olq Bobo! You know what to do! You can be
.trusted anywhere! Easy, now, old fellow!"
Bobo still looked uncertain, as if wondering whether to
turn and bolt, or stay and let his heels fly once more.
'red approached, holding the bludgeon behind his back,
apd not attempting to r each out with the other hap.cl.
-So on u,ntil he had his shoulder under the sniffing, curious nose of the animal
"'N e're all right, ain't we, old fellow?" cooed Ted,
Then, as the handsome beast nosed him, Ted reached
up with one hand and took the bridle gently.
It was easy now to lead the animal to a ~ree ap.d tie him
there.
Then, with a friendly pat, Ted left the horse, darting
back to where Twitch Grundy lay rolling softly on the
ground.
"Oh, oh! I'd rather be dead!" groaned Twitch, in a
weak voice.,
·
"You're going to be if you don't do things to suit me/'
cracked Ted, savagely. "Sit up!"
"Oh, l can't!"
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"Then you'll never get up again!" warned Ted, brandishing the cudgel. ((I don't love· you any, and I'd just as
soon crack you on the head as eat. For the last time, sit
up,
As Ted brapdished the club again, and his eyes flashed,
Twitch, still very white from pain, and loss of breath, managed to sit i1p.
Ted stood just behind him, holding the olub handy.
"Now, then," yot1ng Tarrant Ol'dered, almost fiercely,
"shell out!"
"Wh-w hiit do you wean?"
"You know well enough! My money! Shell it out, and
don't try to turn, or I'll brain you just the wQy you tried
tq do to me."
Unable to see Tarrant, but knqwing that the boy was
behind him, meaning business, Twitch began to fumble
in his pockets,
"Hurry up!" gruffed Ted.
.
I
Now S!imey began to stir, to the extent of trying to sit
up.
"Lie down there!" Ted called over to him. "If you
don't I'll corne over and finish you! Now then, Twitch
Grundy, hurry up!"
"Hel'e's the roll," proclaimed the fellow, holding up a
wad of ba~knotes.
·
"Think I'm going to be fool enough to take your word
for it?" sneered our hero. "Count it out on· the ground ·
in front of you~and unfold every bi}l and lay it down
flat."
Twitch obeyed, Ted watching b.im closely, though still
managing to keep a corner of one eye on Slimey, who had
lain down again.
"Twenty dollars too nruch," observed Twitch, as he
finished counting.
"Correct," nodded Ted. "That's the interest that's
been added to the money while you hau it, I suppose."
"No; that twenty is my own," contended Twitch.
"You mean a twenty that you stole from someone else
than me," T'e d corrected, grimly,
"All the same, it ain't yotws," protested Grundy.
"Put it in the roll with mine, just the same," ordered
Tofra:nt.
"What?" cried Twitch, in amazement. "What's that?"
"You heard just what I said."
"But you-you ain't------"
,
"Ain't a thief like you?" mocked Ted. ''No, that's
right enot1gh. ·But p'llt that other twenty on top of my
roll, just the same."
With another big gasp Twitch obeyed,
,
"Now, roll away from that money, and don't let any of
it stick to your ciothes as you roll. Remember, I'm watching you. Roll, I sa,y!"
Rehlotantly enough Twitch obeyed. 1
Watching the fellow, Teel stooped down and sn:atched
up the money.
Then he stood eyeing both the crooks, while he held the
club ready for busjness,

.
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"Don't you fall into my path again, either of you," cautioned the boy. "If you do, it'll be yourselves, not me,
who gets hurt. Now, in case you want to know what's
going to happen to that extra twenty, I'll tell you. At the
first town where I stop I shall turn it over to one of the
ministers as a contribution from a reformed thief. I hope
you'll both take the hint and reform."
Giving the battered and still sick thieves a wide berth
\aS he strode past them, our hero untied and mounted Bobo.
"Good-by," called back Ted. "And make sure that you
don't foul me again!"
He was quickly out of their sight, and inside of fifteen
minutes he was riding down the main street of Moreton.
It was a pretty little, town of three or four .thousand
inhabitants.
The words "Post.-office" caught his ~ye as he passed the
biggest business block on the main street.
' "That reminds me," smiled Ted, and reined up.
Going inside, he was about to ask for information as
to the churches when his eye feli on a notice posted up
relating to a summer festival at the Baptist church.
"Baptist gets it, then," laughed the boy to himself.
Buying a stamped envelope and a sheet of paper, he addressed the envelope to the Baptist clergyman.
Then, on the sheet of paper he wrote:
"Conscience money from a pretty tough thief who may
reform one of these days."
"That".tl have the parson guessing;" -smiled 'red, as he
folded a twenty-dollar bill inside the sheet, and mailed the
whole. "And I've done a good thing for the church, punished Twitch and kept my word. Good business all
around."
Mounting again, he rode down the street until he came
to what he judged to be the best hotel in the place.
Putting up here, and seeing that Bobo was stabl,ed, Ted
·
·
sank down on a chair on the porch.
It was in the hottest part of the summer afternoon, and
few of the villagers seemed to be out.
"I'll wait until it gets cooler, and then . bting Bobo out
and look for questions," T'ed murmured. "Wheel I hope
I make a sale quick, so I can get back with all sorts of
good news to Polly Brethnell. 1>
He smiled, then, to think how much this new friend
was in his thoughts.
He didn't believe that he was in love with Polly.
"But it makes a fellow feel better in every way to have
her around," he told himself. "And Wd always be downright fun to see her happy over anything."
He would have dozed -in his chair but for the pain in
his head, which kept him awake.
But at last, when it was nearly five o'clock, Ted called
to one of the hostlers to bring Bobo around.
Out came the magnificent animal, bridled and saddled,
and prancing as if enj0ying the thought of a. run.
Taking the bridle in his own hands, close to where the
driveway crossed· the sidewalk, Ted stood looking over his
handsome, glossy property.
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"Who owns that animal, young man?" called out a
middle-aged, prosperous-looking man, stopping close in a
buggy.
,
"I do," Ted answered proudly.
"Privdte horse?"
"Well, I'm ready to sell, if that's what you mean, when
I can get the right kind of price."
"What do you call the right kind of price?" and the
man in the buggy stepped down to the ground, hitching
his own animal.
'
Then the horse trade was on in earnest, a crowd gathering around owner and possible buyer.
It began to look like a trade, too, an:d Ted's hopes ran
high.
"You're positive that this horse is really yours, are
you?" finally asked the man, looking shar.ply at 1 our hero.
"Why, of course I am, sir."
"I'm not so sure that the boy does own the liorse, Mr.
Brownell," broke in a strange voice.
Ted turned to look at the short, stout man who was
pushing bis way th~ough the crowd. A constable's star ·
glistened on the man's vest-front.
Now, just at the edge of the crowd, Ted caught sight of
two more men, who had with them Slimey and Twit.ch.
The pair of crooks had been gathered in on suspicionthat much seemed plain. '
"We've got a rather greasy pair back there, Mr. Brownell," went. on the constable, edging close to Ted. "And
they've just let it out that this boy kinder belongs with
them."
"I do?" cried Ted, indignantly. "Yes, I Jrnow your
prisoners well enough, but I've had nothing more to do
with 'em than to escape robbery at their hands'. I - - "
"Oh, listen to him!" chuckled Slimey. "Ain't that a
fine way 'to turn down pals."
"And I'li bet you .never gave any church that twenty
dollars that I sent by you!" taunted Twitch.
The horse trade was ruined now. Everybody was interested in the new excitement that had cropped up.
"That twenty of yours, Twitch," clicked Ted, "has
gone on its way. I mailed it to the Baptist minister as
soon as I reached town."
Everybody now turned to look inquiringly at a clergyman who had joined the crowd.
.
"Why, bless my soul!" cried the clergyman, in surprise, "I did just receive twenty dollars from some fellow
who proclaimed himself a pretty tough thief.''
He held out the envelope and its enclosure. Tlie constable took it, looking over it. Then he held the sheet before Ted's eyes.
"You write that?" demanded the officer.
"Yes," Torrant admitted. "I--"
"You catalogued yourself as a thief pretty slick, then!
Boy, we'll run you ip. until we can thi.iik about you a
bit. And we'll hold that horse until the owner turns up
£or a look at it."
·
Ted tried his hardest to explain, but it was no use.
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Across the corridor, Slimey and Twitch were looking on
with all their might.
But Hopkins turne·d like a flash upon the constable who
\
had brought them there..
•"A bully mess you've made of this, officer!" roared the
big-hearted hotel man. "Arresting this young man as a
vagrant and a suspicious character. Why, . this young
fellow is olle of heaven;s own noblemen! · A crooked character? Why, he wouldn't know how to do a mean act !I
Don't I. know? And this young lady will bear ~e
out."
" Then you know the boy well ?" questioned the constable.
"Know him? Lik.e a book! " de~lar ed the landlord recklessly. " Known him long enough to know that 'there ain't
a straighter, better boy in the United States of Americaf
I'd swear to that in any com:t or church in the land! And
you've arre11t ed him as a vagrant!"
Hopkins was plainly a man who went the whole limit
CHAPTER V.
when he got started. Ted listened with delight ,to this
strong vouching.
A SOHEME WITH A GOLD MINE IN IT?
"We didn't arrest him, exactly," broke in the constable..
"We held him .as a suspicious•character-;-tbat's. all."
.
Breakfast in jam
" You can telea~e him, then ?" .insisted Hopkins.
- Ted munched dismally at a breakfast of bread, tough
" We'll take the lad upstairs· and talk it over."
d :ff
·t k
6
Click! · Back shot the bolt. Blimey and Twitch looked
·1
t
d t
eTah, an hctoh ee.. ht h h a
k
b
h .
·
.
e a manage o ge some s eepl
e mg
. roug
"bl ,, on m speechless rage when t ey saw the oy ta en upuer ta '
on a ha.r d woo den bench, but he h ad waked up
s irs.
Within fiv.e minutes Ted Torrant was. out on the side.
than ever.
For he saw no way of escaping, at least, a sentence for walk, free, and with an order on a stable for Bobo.
vagrancy. •
"Oh, I can't thank either one of you enough!" glowed
He had admitted knowing Slimey and Twitch, and· had
the boy.
even admitted sending money for Twitch.
"And you needn't waste any time trying to, either,"
Moreover, the police had laughed at his straightforward
Hopkins.
retorted
.
story of his dealings with the slimy pair.
too bad to take you a.way from your mother~"
was
"It
"Oh, I'm in for a good year of it," be groaned.
softly, to Polly.
Ted,
voiced
He had just one hope. The night before he had gotten
died last night,'' broke in the landlord.
mother
"Her
one of the constables to mail a letter for him, addressed
_whe!l! she heard the news, thought she
to Hopkins, the kind-hearted hotel-keeper back in that "Miss Brethnell)
could help to pay back the debt of the dead one by going
other town.
of the living."
"If only Hopkins would come down here and say a good to the rescue
sorry!" cried Ted, stopping on tlie sidewalk
so
I'm
'(Oh,
word for me!" murmured the boy, wretchedly. "But he
hand gently for an instant.
Polly's
pressing
and
can't, of course. He doesn't know a blessed thing about
nodded the girl, her red eyes filling
are,"
you
know
"I
me, anyway. ,And if the police should get a line from
again.
Prodsburg! Good Lord, that would make me out a vaga"And that's all we need to say now," Ted added, genbond, 'Sure!"
"Talking can't make bad news sound any better.
tly.
Ted
then
and
constable,
a
called
you!"
see
to
"Visitors
know how I feel, Miss Brethnell."
you
But
heard the sound of steps on the stone floor.
dumbly.
nodded
Polly
"Hullo, lad!" called a hearty voice, and then its owner
back to town with us?" asked Mr.
coming
you
Are
."
halted before the cell door.
Hopkins.
rtMr. Hopkins! Then you did come!"
"Not before night, anyway," Ted answered. "I'll try to
"Did I, lad? By the first train this morning. And I've
get over then: But l want just a few words with you,
·brought someone else."
Polly, her face very pallid, and her eyes red and strain- Mr. Hopkins, before you go back on the train."
· They left Polly inside the railway station while they
l)d from weeping, loqked in, too.
"You?" gasped Torr.ant, in delighted wonder. "Oh, walked up and down the platform outside.·
"Mr. Hopkins,'' asked the boy, "of course you've done
th.ank you!"

Followed by the jeers of the crowd, he was hustled down
into a side street.
Two minutes later he found himself in a cell in the
lock-up.
"Going to ride this evening?" called Slimey, mockingly,
from a cell just across the corridor.
"Ride?" jeered Twitch, who occupied the cell with
Slimey. '~Oh, no! Not him! This is the kid's evening
at home! He'll stay here and make the time pass pleasant
:for us."
But Ted Tarrant was in no mood for jokes.
For once h.e could not even look at the pleasant side of
things. ,
"Confound this fearful luck!" he groaned. "There
ain't any way in which I can prove that I'm not as big a
vagabond as these two wretches! Oh, dear! And poor
little Polly!"
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everything you could. I know that without asking. But
I'm going to ask something else now. Will you attend to
everything that needs to be done, go good for the bills,
and trust me to settle with you in full? And I can turn
some money . over to you now."
"Do you mean to pay every one of the girl's bills?"
gasped Hopkins.
.
"Every dGlla.r! And I'm ·going to see her start right
in life, too."
"See here--" began Hopkins, eyeing the boy, keenly.
"Stop that!" broke in Ted, sharply. "I'm not going
to force .myself on Miss Brethnell's friendship a bit. I'm
not trying to win her gratitude. I haven't got a soul in
the world, ~nd it does me good to think of helping oSomeone else. But I don't want to put myself forward a par·
ticle. Mr. Hopkins, whatever I do to give Miss Brethnell
a little push forward I want to do right through you . .And
I'm ready to consult you about every blessed thing that I
do~ Isn't that straightforward enough to suit you?"
"I believe it is,'' cried Hopkins, his face breaking into
smiles again. "I'm going to trust you, Torrant, and, between us, we'li see that Polly Brethnell doesn't come to
harm or hardship."
"That's the bargain," cried Ted, holding out his hand,
which the big-hearted inn-keeper pressed. "And now,
here's some cash that I can spare just now. To-day I hope
to sell Bobo for a good figure, and then I'll hustle over to
your place for more plans. Now I'm going to say good-by
to Miss Brethnell, and hustle off to get my .horse."
Ted had handed Hopkins all the money he had except
forty dollars, which he reserved in case it might be needed
in a business deal.
Our hero took a hurried but gentle adieu of Polly for a
little while, then hastened back 1:1P to the main sheet.
"Mr. Dromus," called the boy, stopJ!ing suddenly.
It was the weak-eyed late circus proprietor beyond a
doubt.
Dromus looked liarassed and "broke." He was both.
" Glad to see you, young man," he admitted. "You got a
pretty good bargain out of me the other day. Mebbe you
won't mind staking me to a breakfast now. All my stuff's.
gone."
•
Ted led the way into the nearest restaurant, and sat beside the ex-circus man while the latter stowed in a big
breakfast.
As Dromus ate Ted told of his meeting with Slimey and
Twitch.
"I know 'em," nodded Dromus. "A greasy pair!"
"You knew they ;vere following your circus at the
time?" asked Ted, in surprise.
~
"Of course I did."
"And you didn't turn 'em over to the police?"
"Wha'd have been the use of that? Why, there's a lot
of i:azorbacks _like them towing along with every circus.
When trouble comes, and the cops get too close, the
razorbacks just herd in with the reg~1lar men of the circus,
and the cops can't find a ·one. Why, lad, 'the canvasmen
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ancl the other laborers with a show often look ' aiter the
razorbacks. I don't believe a tent-show ever went out
without its outfit of razorbacks. And I can tell you something else. I didn't make a cent out of the razorbacks,
but I'm willing to bet that they paid my partner regular
toll."
" Toll on what they stole ?" demanded Ted.
"Sure enough. And if you went back over the route -0f
our show you'd find out how people's houses ~ad been rob·bed, and folks' pockets picked. Why, I'll bet you'd find a
hundred thousand dollars' ;yorth of r ewards offered for
stolen property if you went back over the frail that our
1
show passed over . "
" Good Lord! " gasped Ted to himself. " That may give
me an idea for a scheme! I begin to think. I see money."
But aloud he asked:
"Dromus, did you know who any of the razorbacks were
with your show?"
·
"Guess I knew 'em all! " chuckled the late circus-man.
"There was Shang Lannigan, a strong-arm; Toss Simpson,
a pappy-rouster, and Bob Whitely, the coon stone-getter,
and-1- "
Dromus went on dreamily, listing the razorbacks who
had been touring the country with his late show.
" A " strong-a:rm" is a criminal who relies· upon .violence
for his success; a "p~ppy-rouster" is a sleek fellow ·who
preys upon old men, generally when they are intoxicated;
a "stone-getter" is one who steals diamond scarf-pins and
similar jewelry.
There had been at least a dozen of these razorbacks
touring t he country with the Dromus show.
Now t his weak-eyed man told t he namei of all of them,
described them, and gave some details about robberies be
had heard that they had committed.
"What happened to all t hose fellows when your show
broke up?" Ted queri!3d, with more eagerness than he
cared to show.
"Why, I heard yesterday that they had all tacked on behind the Hymans & Wells show," answered Dromus.
"Guess they must be doing__ well, too, because that's a big
show that pulls out the crowd in every town it hits."
" Nol" sounded a harsh voice at the· door. "You can't
buy five cents' worth of stuff here!"
Ted turned-t hen his eyes flashed.
A boy looking decidedly on his uppers, aud with a thin,
hunger-pinched fa ce, stood at the opep doorway -of the
restaurant, the proprietor glaring at him.
"Don't say another 1vord, Don Gleason! ·Don't pay any
attention to that fellow! " cried Ted, jumping up. "Hold
on a second, and we'll go to some better place! " ·
Hastily slipping a five-dollar bill in Dromus' hands, Ted
hurried ~o the sidewalk, where he grasped the other boy's
hand, squeezing it as if he would crush it.
"Don't say a word, Don, until we get you looking at
something to eat," begged Ted.
In a jiffy our hero had his friend in another restaurant,
and there a big meal was ordered.
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Don was, indeed, a friend-:-a chum! He and Ted had
The two youngsters shook hands across the table, then
lived in the same town, up to six months ago, when Don, went on talking over their new plans.
driven clean to the wall· by the ugliness of a stepfather,
In the end Ted slipped twenty-five dollars into his
had been forced into running away.
chum's hand.
u Oh, it does sore eyes good to see you again, Don!" Ted
"We're getting down to bed-rock, Don," Tarrant mur.cried, after the waiter had been sdnt away with the order. mured, "so you'll want to go as easy as you can on ex"But what's happened. You're a strong chap, and never peru;es. But if you run low write me at this address, and
lazy. How did you get down on· your luck?"
I'll have more by that time to send you."
"Been sick, and in a county hospital," Don replied, soTed gave his chum the address of Mr. Hopkins' hotel.
berly. "Just got out day before yesterday, turned .out
Then he saw Gleason off at the railway station, Don
without a cent, of course, and so far a job and I haven't starting eagerly and at once on his new, strange -trail.
connected. But I'll be all right soon."
Then, at last, Ted went with his police order, and got
"Of course you will!" cried Ted cheerily. "You and I'll Bobo out of durance at a livery stable.
connect, right from this hour, old fellow!"
]_'our hours of anxious hustling in. the town, however,
Don brightened up in a way that it did his chum good showed Ted Tarrant one thing-that he couldn't hope to
to see.
dispose of Bobo here.
Then Ted gave a brief account of his own adventures
"It's b~ck t6 Polly then," mused Ted, as he turned
up to date. It was very brief, indeed, for if 'fed was Bobo's head back over the trail of that eventful yesterday.
"slick" in one thing more than in others, it was in not "I can't leave the poor girl alone too long in her terrible
talking much about his own doings.
trouble. Besides, who knows but Hopkins may be able
Then he C!J.me down to his talk with Dromus that very to find ts good a customer as any for Bobo?" .
morning.
Dick rode along at brisk canter for a couple 0£ miles.
"I know," nodded Don. "I'd have thought such things
Then, his face grown serious indeed, he unconsciously
mighty strange once. But I learned a bit at that county allowed the horse to settle down into a walk.
hospital. · There were 'two or three crooks there among
"Great Scott! I've got t.o be moving!" muttered the
the patients, and one of them, who told me he was a bur- boy. "I've got to get rid of this horse, and at a mighty
glar-porch-climber, he called himself-made the strong- good figure, too! It makes my head swim to think of the
est kind of an argument to have me 'go on the road' with debts I've got ahea.d of me. I've stood good for all Polly's
him, as he called it."
expenses, and I'd sooner die than go back on that. And
"But what that' fellow Dromus told me-about there Don will soon be needing more expense money. And here
being a hundred thousand in rewards offered to recover I've got just a few dollars left in my pocket. Bobo, you
property stolen by razorbacks with his. show- showed me sleek, handsome rascal, I've got to n~ake a lot of good
a scheme that's gold-lined," affirmed Ted.
money out of you quick, or they'll have me down for a
"What's the scheme?" Don asked, curiously.
fakir who bites off more than he can pay for!"
"See here, Don, you go back over the trail of that show
I o wonder Ted Torrant's face was serious all the rest of
before it busted. Work quietly, but get a list of the rob- that ride!
beries and rewards. I'll locate the Hyman & Wells show.
From DTOmus I got descriptions of all his old razorbacks.
Now, each one of these razorbacks works a different kind
OHAPTER VI.
of crime. So, when we have a list of the crimes, we'll
know just about which one committed that crime. We'll
THE FIRST STEP IN CRIME.
get some of those fellows pulled by the police. They'll
have to tell where they're hidden or sold the stuff. Don,
"Did you ever hear of such luck hitting a fellow all of
a good deal of that stuff can be recovered, and we can a sudden?" demanded Ted Tarrant, ruefully.
land the rewards. At the same time, we'll be helping to
"Oh, you'll come out all right," predicted Hopkins, posi. relieve the count\Y of a bad lot o,f crooks. Now, isn't there tinly. "You are the kind of youngster that can't help
money enough in that scheme if we can work it with landing on his feet."
enough brains?"
"But who'd ever have thought that I could be here a
"And sure death for both of us,'' Don declared. "I've week, with such a horse as Bobo on my hands, and not a
s7en enough of t4ese razorbacks, as you call 'em, to know single bid worth listening to ? And I've ridden off through
that they'll stick together in wiping off the face of the the country with no better result."
earth any fellow who gets iI1 their way."
" Someone will come along yet,'' declared Hopkins.
"Some people are h&rd to kill, though, Don, and I be- • "I hope so, for your sake."
lieve you and I are on that list," laughed Ted, coolly.
"Don't worry about me, lad," protested the big-hearted
"What do you say, anyway, old boy?"
landlord.
"Why, I'm in it, id: you are, of conrse!" cried Don Glea"But I do worry. Here my cash is gone, and I've got
son. "Did I ever say no when you said yes?"
you stuck for a lot of debts yo~ took up on my account.
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.And I can't even pay my hotel bill here, and Bopo's eating
up his head out in the stable."
"It'll all come out right," smiled Hopkins.
" .And my friend that I've got hustling out on the i·oad
for me will be sending in any day for· expense money." ·
"Well, :maybe I can borrow it somewhere and let you
have it," st1ggested the landlord.
"Say, you don't do anything for people, .do you?" cried
Ted, remorsefully.
"Well, lad, we den't go through this world but once to15ether; and we might as well do all we can to help each
othe:r."
Ted had already discovered that that very kind of spirit
had been the business ruin of Hopkins. That landlord
had always stood.ready to take the money worries of others
on his own broad shoulders. Renee it was that, while
everyone in town liked Hopkins, that gentleman didn't get
along v.ery well and had no money of his own.
The week had been a hard one, after so much success
before it.
Ted still had Bobo, but couldn't find anyone who'd pay
anytbin<T)ike a decent price for the animal.
Our hero's funds were now down to the price of a few
postage stamps.
folly, who had grown more cheerful, and partially resigned to the loss of her mother, flitted about the hotel.
Ted, in his few leisure hours, had drawn as much comfort from the girl as he hacl given her in return.
Polly, of course, knew nothing .of the stat{) of his affairs. Ted was still as well dressed as ever. The girl believed that her wonderful friend was ~ery prosperous indeed, and she often wondered what the plans were for her
own future, which Ted told her he was still working out.
U p to date Pol ly ha d been content wit h the 11ssurance
that these plans would enable her to repay him for all
that he had undertaken on her account.
"Hullo," cried Hopkins, as the two friends sat on the
porch that afternoon, "here comes John Rowley. Headed
. way, t oo. "
,
th 1s
"I'll faCle then," proposed our hero, rising.
"Don't you do anyt.hing of the sort. I want you to
meet Rowley. He's the right sort to know."
· Mr. Rowley was white-haired, and appeared to be past
sixty. His appearance was that of a comfortable farmer.
"Wonder if he'd take a shine to Bobo?" mused Ted.
"Nope; he don't take much stock in fancy horses. But
. you'll like him. Bless me, don't John look worried about
something, though?"
"Can I see you alone, Bill?" asked Mr. Rowley, as, after
bitching his horse at the curb, he came up to the -porch.
"Certainly, John."
The two friends walked off to the further end of the
porch, where they talked in low tones.
.,.
"Why, John, the very young man you want for that sort
of thjng is sitting right over there," cried Hopkins, at
last.
'
"Are you sure?" asked the farmer, in a quavering voice.

"Sure? Certain! positive! Torrant, come over here."
Ted rose and walked quickly over to the pai~.
"Listen to this, Ted, and see what you can say,'' Hopkins began at once. "John Rowley's ~oy; Willie, has disappeared, and Rowley doesn't want to ask the -police to
look him up."
"Why not?" our hero asked.
"Well, for fear the .lad is doing something that'd make
the police want to keep him if they found him,'' Hopkins
replied, with a grim look.
'
·
"I-I am afraid my boy has gone off with-with-loose
companions," said the old man, tremblingly.
"In other words," Hopkins went on, wwill Rowley has
had, for a long time, a fool notion in his head that he'd
shine as a bank-robber, or a train sticker, or some . fool
thing like that. His father tried to lick the notion out. of
his head, but that didn't do any good. And now Willie's
gone, and stole over .a hundred dollars of his dad's money."·
"Well, I won't say he stole it," quivered the old man,
"since he's my son, and I s'pose my money somehow belongs to him a bit, too."
"He stole it if he didn't ask you for it," retorted Hopkins, briskly.

"Don't try to cover up anything, John.

If you want this young man to help you he'll have to know

just what the story is."
"How old is Will Rowley?" asked Ted, thoughtfully.
"Sixteen,'' replied the father.
"Is he ugly, vicious, dangerous?"
"He ain't the kind of boy maybe you'd expect at all,"
snapped Hopkins. "Tr~1th is, Willie's more than half of
a foolish boy, but he's got a pesky mean streak in him .
tha'i- . -"
"Now, Bill--" pleaded the poor old father.
"I've got to tell the truth, John, because you won't" do
Willie full justice,'' Hopkins insisted grimly, "Now,
Tarrant, Willie has been gone since yesterday afternoon.
It's a cinch that he's gone off to J'oin criminals. The qu~stion is, what direction did he take, and how far has he
gone? Are you willing to try to look for him?"
"Certainly,'' our hero answered, quickly, "if there's
anything in it for my time."
"If I thought you'd stand any show to get my boy
back," quavered the old man, "I'd pay your expenses and
offer you a reward of five hundred dollars."
"I'll go into that!" clinched Ted, promptly, his eyes
shining.
·
"Got an idea already?" d~manded Hopkins, watching
his young friend keenly.
"I have."
"What is it?" quivered the old father. '
"I'd rather not say, until I've tried it,'' Ted urged .
"But I'll have to i;tart at oLce."

*

*

*

*

*
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"Willie, boy, if you're. around here you're a hard one to
find!"
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Ted had been in Bridgetown since half-past three that home you've got-and you think it's fine a~d manlysporty and bravel-to travel about with thugs like these!"
afternoon.
The pair had passed on, in silence, up the road now.
It was a pretty little manufacturing town, not very
Ted's first impulse had been to leap out into the road,
heavily populated.
Yet there were people enough in that and two or three and stand in the fool-boy's way.
adjoining towns to make it worth while for the Hymah & But only a second's reflection had told him that this
was a risky plan that would bring a.bout no good result..
Wells show to play there afternoon and evening.
These razorback "strong-arms" were desperate · fellows.
Ted had shown up at the circus. No Willie boy there,
A pistol ball would be the most likely answer to such
as om: hero made sure, for, in his inner. coat pocket was
interference.
a photograph of young William Rowley.
"I'll trail 'em, without being seen-that's the safest
:Mixed in with the afternoon crowd at the circus, how.
ever, Ted had spotted four men whom he was sure he thing to do," quivered Ted.
Keeping on the other side of the stone wall, Ted
could name as razor-backs who had formerly followed in
crouched low and followed.
' the wake of the Dromus show.
Within five minutes that chase ,had led into the broad
He recognized these men by the descriptions Dromus
grounds of the finest house on Prentiss Hill.
had given of them.
Behind a row of shrubbe'ry Ted followed the oddly
Again, in the early evening, our hero had mixed in
pa'ir as they stole silently up to the house.
mated
had
Rowley
Willie
no
But
circus.
with the crowd at the
was a whispered word between the man and the
There
shown up there.
·
boy.
"If he followed the razor-backs of this show, then, he's
Now the boy stol~ into a clump of syringa bushes by the
out with the strong-arms," thought Ted . . "And if I don't
driveway, while the man of the pair darted up to the
find him here I'll follow the show to the next town."
Ted was now out on the road leading to Prentiss Hill, broad front porch of the house, disappearing in the shadthe suburb of Bridgetown where the richest pa.r ( of the ows near the front door.
.
Breathing hard, Ted Tarrant stole further forward.
population lived.
Tqrrant had dropped in behind a clump of lilac bushes · "Gracious! The grown-up is a swift one! He's on the
other side of that door already!" throbbJd Ted, peering-.
that bordered the road.
Then, with a sudden hard pounding at the heart, our
"Queer how everyone flocks to a circus," murmu-red
Ted, as he glanced up along the hill slope at the many hero ra:n across the driveway, straight up to the clump of
dark houses. "You wouldn't think grown-ups would care syringas.
"Come out of there, lad," he called, softly, and reached
enough about it to leave their homes alone. And yet
laying a hand on ·a trembling boy's shoulder.
through,
there are always some burglaries in a town when a circus
is there. You'd think grown-ups would get wise, and "Scoot-with me! I'll get you off to safety in time!
Come, the place is going to be jumped by the police!"
some of 'em stay at home."
"Police!" screamed the youngster, aloud, in his fright.
It was nine o'clock now, and Ted felt that if Prentiss
"Shut up, you little idiot!" whispered Ted, hoarsely,
Hill was to be visited by razorbacks it was about time for
fiercely. "Willie Rowley, hot-foot it hand in hand with
them to show up.
And just now two' men trudging along the road fell me, and get away from here before you're nabbed and sent
under h.is gaze.
to prison for half your life! Come! Stop pulling back!"
Ted had dragged the boy out from beyond the bushes.
"Why, they :rhust be Shang Lannigan and Bob Whitely,
A very scared-looking young wretch was Willie. His
sure enough!" throbbed the boy, scanning the passers
eagerly from behind his screen of branches and leaves. eyes bulged, his teeth chattered.
"Come on!"
"Yes, sir, that's Shank and Bob, all right! Up to a nice
I'm
But
game.
"Police! Help!"
little job, too! I wish I could spoil their
Out of the house came the three razorbacks whom Ted
after Willie, and no one else, just now!"
The pair had passed on, and had been gone for three had already seen that night.
full minutes.
"Come on, Willie, if you ever want to see home again!"
Ted, still wat7hiug, was wondering what that scoundrel- throbbed Ted, and himself turned to run.
But the three men had gotten a good start.
ly.pair were doing up in some hill house.
Pursuing, they surrounded Tarrant.
But now other sounds came to his ears.
Ted halted, at bay. Then they closed in on him on all
A man and a boy hove into sight.
·
sides.
Ted peered, t~robbed, then shivered.
Plunk! A black fist struck .Ted down from behind.
"Willie boy, by all that's wonderful!" he gasped.
Then Shank Lannigan, dragging the terrified Willie
The man and the boy were passing within six feet now.
The boy'~ face was plainly revealed to the hidden young forward, placed a blackjack in the youngster's hands,
spy.
pointed to the dazed Ted Tarrant lying there on the grass,
good
and ordered gruffly:
"Oh, :Willie, you chump!" thrilled Ted. "The
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" Make good, kid! Ye' ve been <loin' a Jleap of bragging.
Now, tap that screecher on the head wi:th this blackjack.
One good hard hit, and ye're one of us."
Stimulated once more by finding his new pals around
him, Willie Rowley clutched at the blackjack, then bent
over to follow orders.

fully. "Leaving a good home and running around the
eountry with a lot of jail-birds, just to learn their trade."
"Y-you don't know me," stammered the captive,
whom Don still gripped hard.
"I'm glad to say I don't know you very well," retorted
Ted, disgustedly. "But I know who you are, for I came
here to find you. Now, back you go to Dad Rowley by
-to-night's train!"
"I-I won't go home!" flared Willie, with sudden en·
ergy.
"Guess again," snapped Torrant. "You're going home
if we have to hammer you every step of the way."
"You· can't make me go-you've no right to," raged the
'
boy.
"Right?" sneered Ted. "I like to hear you talk that
way-a young rascal who has started off on the course
.that we caught you on! I suppose you thought you had a
right to help those men break into a house?"
"I won't go," sniffed .Willie, stubbornly.
"We'll talk about that later. Come on!"
Ted's own fingers took a twist in the youngster's .collar.
He dragged young ,Rowley along, Don Gleason following
just behind.
"I'll complain of you to the first policeman we meet,''
raged Willie.
.·"Two might play at that g·ame," smiled, Ted. "Who'd
get the worst of it, do you think?"
"Oh, you feel smart, don't you?" quivered Willie•.
"I. shouldn't think you would!"
"If I was your fath er,'' blurted Don, "I don't know
what I'd do to you when I heard that you'd started' to do
up a human being with a thing like th.is."
And Don held up the blackjack that Willie had dropped.
"I-I wish I had used it!" grated Willie, desperately.
· "Oh, you do, eh?" queried Ted, with a grim smile.
"What right have you got t_o take me along in this
fashion ?" insisted Willie Rowley. '
"Legal right, do you mean?" demanded Ted.
.
"Yep."
"Well, I guess the best right I have is the facl lliat
your father hired Irie to bring you home."
"You a detective?" gasped WilHe.
"Maybe."
Willie shivered slightly, but he no longer offered any
•
resistance.
Ted was dying to know how it had happened that his
chum had shown up at such .a lucky time, but he felt
that it would be out of place to ask before their young cap'
tive.
They were now nearing the more thickly settled part of
•
the town.
"Now, Willie boy," suggested Ted, "pretty ·soon I've
got to let go of your collar. You've got a choice of two
things to do then. You can walk along quietly, and stick
right with us, and there won't be any trouble. br you can
make a brook to get away. If you do we'll catch you
'

I

CHAPTER VII.
:MAKIN"il: BRAINS PAY.

Trembling, yet determined, a fool boy hastened to fas· ten himself in the life of the criminal.
"There ·they are, men! Use your guns, and shoot
straight. ·Kill any man of them who shows fight!"
The gruff order rang out behind a summer~house off on
·
the lawn.
example
the
setting
himself
Shang,
"Cheese it!" yelled
of instant flight.
After him darted the other two razorbacks, all three
running zigzag, and widely apart, in order not to present
too good a mark for flying bullets.
"Don't shoot unless they fight-but catch 'em!" rang
that same gruff, directing voice.
Then out from behind the summer-house came-;Don Gleason, and alone.
Nor did a soul appear behind him, but it was not necessary, for by this time the razorbacks had cleared the wall
I
at the road and were tearing townward.
Willie Rowley had been left behind in the rush.
That wretched young fellow, hea.ring the shouts, had
dropped the blackjack from a hand that shook as if with
.
palsy.
But Don had seen, and now, as the boy rose shakingly
to his feet, and started to run, Don darted after him.
"Here, you skunk!" growled Gleason, using the same
gruff voice that had startled the razorbacks into such swift
·
flight.
He gripped Willie by the collar, xanked him back,
slung him down, even kicked him with gusto.
"Oh, don't please!" cried the boy, in pain and terror.
"O_h, yes, please!" mocked Don, yanking Rowley to his
feet once more, and sending in a smashing blow over the
. ,. mouth •that loosened two of Willie's teeth.
But now Ted, rousing out of the daze into which that
bla.ck fist had sent him, sat up and looked around.
"Here, Don-don't!" he called, sharply.
"You bet I will," flared Don. "The little swine was
trying to hit you with that stuffed club."
"That's all right,'' nodded Ted, getting up quickly.
"But don't hurt the fellow. We've got other things to do
with him. Stop, I say! I came here on purpose to get
that boy arid take him to his home.'"
And Ted came over, while Don s~ood as if petri:f!ed with
astonishment.
"Willie, aren't you a nice one?" ripped out Ted, scorn-

I
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and slam you into the local lock-up on a burglary charge.
lf you do the first thing you'll get safe home to your
father. If you do the second thing your father will have
to come to you, and all he can do for you will be to hire
a lawyer, who won't be able to keep you out of jail for the
next few years. Now, which do you choose to do-go
home or go to the lock-up?"
,.
"I don't want to do either," protested the youngster~
sullenly,
"It's one o-,: the other-which will you do?" Ted d·emap.ded, crisply,
"I-I'll go along with you."
"And you won't try to break away?"
"No."
"Sti{!)r to that, or you'll be sorry."
Ted and Don walked on either side of the young wretch,
and so escorted him down through the streets to the :railway station.
·
Here Don and Willie waited while Ted went inside fo11
the tickets.
"Train's due here in two minutes," announced Ted,
hurrying out. "I'm going back to use the telephone a
minute."
.
In the brief interval before the train came our hero
got the local police on a telephone wire. ·
He gave them the first news they had had of the attempted robbe!y on Prentiss Hill.
What was more important, Ted gave tl1em accurate descriptions of the razorbacks who had been jn the
job.
"Who are you?" demanded an eager voice· over the
telephone.
"Name's Torrant. I'm down at the railway station.."
"Come up here at once, and help us."
"Can't. I hear my t:rain coming now. But if ;YOU're
sharp you can land a tough bunch of criminals. Good-

b}'."
Ted rang off, darti,ng to the platform, where the train
was already coming in.
Willie Rowley was holding back as if he'd like to bolt,
but Don had a tight grip on his coat-sleeve.
"Aboard with you," ordered Ted, without ceremony.
The car was not very crowded. Ted chose seats in the
middle of the car. Then, as soon as the train was in fast
motion he pulled Do:q into the aisle.
"Pon, old fellow, ftow on earth did you c·ome to be on
ha)ld at tha.t lucky moment?"
"Nothing very strange about it," smiled Don. "You
hadn't heard from me for the last few days, so you didn't
]mow that I had finished up going ovl3r tp.e trail of the old
Dromus s.how. But I had, and so 1 went further, and fol~
lowed up the H yman & Wells. I got into town this afternoon, and· made up my mind I'd prowl in the wealthiest
part of the place. When I saw that fine big hotise all dark
I pieked it out as a place where the razorbacks would be
likely to try a job. So I hid in a summer-house to rubber.
I

I was just about to sneak off and telephone the . police
when I saw you show up. Then, of course, my work was
cut oi:it for me, and I knew what to do."
"If it hadn't been for you,'' throbbed Ted, "I believe
that young scoundrel would have cracke4 my head open.
He was so anxious to ·have those thieving blacklegs regard
him as a man-the young idiot!"
"And how did you come to be on the warpath?" Don
quizzed curiously.
So Ted explained it all.
"Oh, that was a lucky thought of yours-that the
youngster'd ·be found with tl:~e razorbacks!" throbbed
Don.
"In view of what you and I know about the way these
razor-backs operate," returned Ted, "it seemed th.e most
likely surmise."
"Well, it did. And so, for a bit of brains like that
you're to pull in five hundred dollars!"
"If I get it, Don, it's share _and share with you."
"No, it ain't!" Don retorted, swiftly. "Nothing of the
sort. If I get anything from you it'll be wages-not
divvy ."
"Well, we'll argue that later," smiled Ted.
Willie, who was as scared as he was glum, gave them
no more trouble.
Late that night Ted, his chum and his prisoner.showed
up in•the office of Hopkins' hotel.
"l"Vhy, good gracious, you got the young rascal!" cried
Hopkins.
"That's right. .Call me names, now I'm down on my
luok!" returned Willie, sullenly.
"I'll telephone his father fight .away," cried the landlord, running_to the telephone closet.
In less than twenty minutes John Rowley reached the
hotel.
He greetea his boy soberly, but without anger. It was
easy enough to see that Willie was to have all the chance
he needed to reform.
Then John Rowley showed the manner of man he was
by promptly producing the reward he had promised.
Then, the farmer having led his son out to the yvaitin~
buggy, Ted and his two friends were left alone.
"Stow this away, Don," Ted requested, counttng out a
hundred and passing it over.
"Thank you," Don r!lplied. He took out a .twenty,
pa:>sing the rest back.
•
"That pays me twice as well as I'd be paid llt anything
else," Don smiled,
"All right, old chap," sighed T·ed. "We'll argue that
out later. Now, Mr. Hopkins, c&n I have .a little chat
aside with yqu?"
"I'm going up to bed now," srp.iled Do_n, "if that will
help you any."
. In the next half hour Ten and his landlord friend went
over all the, bills that .had been incurred on Polly Brethnell's account Our hero passed over the sum that would
s~ttle them all.
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"And now my own board bill, and that £or the horse,"
Ted proceeded.
"Stop right there!" snapped Hopkins, growing red.
"You haven't any bill here with me, and you can't have.
It's worth the little it costs to have a boy as bright, slick,
and manly as you are under the roof. I won't take a cent
from you, now or at any other time."
"That sort of generosity is the only thing that has kept
you from being a rich man," Ted smiled back at him.
"You'll have to let me settle my bills here, or I shall move
to some other place. Now, see here, Hopkins, you don't
want to bring on a quarrel between us."
Grudgingly, this big-hearted fellow took the money that
was rightly his.
":i;,ord, but it does seem good to be rich again, and not
owing a cent," gr11Uted Ted Torrant, looking at the very
respectable roll-nearly three hundred dollars-that he
still had left. "Clear of every debt, and all this cash on
hand!"
He wished he could see Polly at once, and make ber feel
as happy as he was: But that young lady had been upstairs asleep for some time.
They met in the early morning, though, and her delight
seemed to be as great as Ted's own.
He introduced her to Don, but that wise chum soon
iound p.n excuse to slip away.
"Now, Polly-I beg pardon, Miss BrethneU- - "
"No," she smiled back at him promptly. "The first was
right. If we are to be really good friends, Ted, then call
me by my_first name."
. "Polly," Ted went on, gratefully, "can't we take. a little
stroll? I want to talk that future over with you."
"It's quite time,'' assented Polly, brightly. "You've
said so mu ch to me in a vague way about my future. I left
it to you to help me decide, but so far I haven't been able
to get a wood out of you, Ted, except that you're still
thinking about it. Sometimes I have· a strong suspicion
that you don't know a blessed thing yet about what I'm
to do hereafter."
"Polly!" cried Ted, reproachfully:
"Oh, I didn't mean to hurt your feelings," sb,e added,
remorsefully.
"You'll always hurt my feelings," laughed the happy
boy, "when you even hint that I don't understand aJl I'm
doing-that I'm about the slickest thing on earth, in
fact."
They had stepped into .the street by this time, and had
turned off into a quiet side street.
"Now, what have you decided on-or what do yon wish
to propose to me?" the girl asked, looking at him so fixedly that Ted, had he hacl less "nerve," would have been embarrassed.
"Why, the first thing, Polly, is to make you independent."
"I thought th~t was the whole thing," she retorted,
quickly.
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"Wl.iat I mean, Polly, is that you must start in life by
feeling
,, that you don't owe anybody anything, and that

__

"But I do owe a lot," cried the girl, looki~g troubied. .
"Think of all I must owe you now."
"We're not going to think of that until other matters
are attended to," Ted broke in. "You've got to hav:.e a
decidedly good capital on hand before you're to talk
about any settlement with me."
"But I don't understand."
•.
"What puzzles you?"
"How am I to get that capital on ham1? I'm not doing
anything, an'd I don't know that I could fill a position if I
had one."
She looked·.into his eyes searchingly, as if demanding a
fi1ll explanation.
But 'l'cd had no intention 0£ surrendering, or. of being
hindered in any way.
. "Polly,'' he asked, simply, "do you trust me?"
"What a silly question !" she answered, coloring. "Of
course I do. If I didn't 1\fr. Hopkins would make me feel
ashamed of mysr.lf. Why, Ted, that man would swear
·
that black was white, if you told him so."
'"Woulc1 you, Polly?"
It was Ted's turn to look searchingly into her eyes.
"I-I believe I would," she laughed.
"Well, I '.ni. not going to ask you to swear to that, b\it
I'm going to ask you to take my word for a few things."
"You know I will!"
"Then, Polly, I've a half-formed scheme by whicli you
can help me out in some ways, and, by doing so, earn
enough to make yourself independent of any other employment."
"You mean that-honestly?" she cried, ratlier sliarply.
"Honestly, Polly. Do you b11lieve me?"
"Yes; I must."
"Now, the first thing you will· need, Polly, will be a
bank account."
"Perhaps I ought to buy a diamond necklace, too," she
laughed merrily. "You know well enough, Ted, that I
haven't -any money either for diamonds or a bank account."
"You can do without the diamonds-for tlie present.
But the bank account you'll have to have, Polly, if you're
to help me. So, as it's in connection with my business, o:I'.
course I start the bank account. You're to draw against it
as the business needs."
"Oh, I'm to be a sort of cashier?" she asked, q11ickly.
"Yes and no."
"What do you mean by that, Ted?"
"Well, a cashier is accountable for every cent she handles. Yoau're not going to be, Polly. In the first place, in
order to help me, you'll have to.live comfortably, and dress
pretty well."
"But I'm not to draw on the account for "those expenses?" protested Polly.
"As long a.s you're in business for me you'll have to.

\
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"That's to be charged to expense account, Polly." .
You understand, Polly, that you're to live well and look at
"Then I shall go very lightly," she assured him.
your best, or you can't help me well enough. And so you
"If you do' you'll ruin the business at the outset, little
ate to charge Y?Ur expenses to the business . . As to tbe sal.
ary-·- "
one! You've simply got to have nice clothes, or how can
· "Salary?" :flashed Polly, indignantly. "I won't talk you look at your 'best? Don't be afraid because the bank
' '\bo.u t that."
account is a small one; there'll be more money there with
it soon."
"But, Polly--"
"It won't cost much," she smiled. "I always had to
"Stop there, Ted: I may not know much. about business, but I know that any girl is lucky who can make her make my own clothes, and in the summer time a few dolexpenses at any kind of work at the start. So, until I lars will go a long way when a girl is her own dressmaker."
"But I don't want a few dollars to go a long way,'' Ted
know more about the business, and see whether I'm really
pleaded, earnestly. "Polly, by degrees, I want you to be
worth anything, I shan't think of salary."
"But, Polly-"
the smartest-dressed young lady around here. Start right,
"If you say another word, Ted, about salary, I shan't won't you--"
"Dear ?n he had almost said, but he checked himself in
listen to any.thing that you have to say."
\
time.
$he looked at him as if she fully meant it
mysterious business that I'm gounknown,
the
"Then
'
_So Ted, with a sigh, passed that point.
"~ow we'll walk down to the bank, Polly, and start ing into really calls for nice clothes, does it?" she asked
seriously.
that independence scheme."
"It honestly does, Polly."
"Ted!" And she drew back sharply, eyeing him closely.
"Then I'll follow orders," she laughed, brightly.
"Well, little one?."
"Just go ·out presently and get the things you want, and
"What you've been telling me is-is--"
."On t_he level?" suggested Torrant. "Polly, I assure learn how to write checks, won't you?" lie whispered, as
you that nothing on earth was ever more on the l~vel. If he held her hand for an instant at the foot of the hotel
you don't believe me, ask Hopkins. He's my reference." staircase.
"Yes, I will, Ted."
"When I can't believe you I won't ask anyone else,"
And Polly ran lightly upstairs, humm~ng as slie went .
.P9lly flashed back at him. "But, Ted, an awful suspicion
As for Ted Torrant, he walked into the deserted hotel
weri.t through my mind that this was all pretense, and that
you were taking the easiest way to help ine along-as an office and straight up to a mirror.
There the young rascal actually winked at his own reobject of charity!"
"Charity?" repeated Ted, shocked. "Polly, forget that :flecti~n.
"Perhaps the.re are slicker ways of making a ruce,
word as quickly as you can. No; I'm going· to help you a
bit, but you're going to help me a good deal more. This is stra"ightforward girl accept all the help she needs," he
muttered. "But if there really are any slicker ways I
all .business."
And Ted meant it all. Though he hadn't, as yet a ghost haven't heard of them."
Then he wheeled, straightening up, as Don Gleason
of-an idea what the business was to be, he was prepared to
create one to satisfy this trusting but 'spirited girl.
strolled into the office.
"Through with the otlier business?" asked Don, quietly.
So he took her to the bank, and tbey opened an account
"I'm ready for the next business,'' retorted Ted, quickfor two hundred and twenty-five dollars, the account
standing in Polly's name.
ly. "And now, Don, old fellow, get your nerve together
"It makes me light-headed,'J laughed the girl, uneasily, again. We've got to tAke our lives in 'our hands before the
"fo kno~ that I can write checks and that the bank will day's over."
"You're going after the reward business, ain't you?"
pay th~m."
"We're going after the rewards, Don, old chap, but we
"You'll get used to it," Ted predicted, unblushingly.
·"I suppose it's an old story to you-signing checks," have to get at the rewards by walking through the razorsaid Polly, simply.
backs themselves. And now we're off on that job!"
And Ted; who had never had a trace of a bank account
in his life, nodded without coloring.
CHAPTER VIII.
"I've got to go out of town in a few minutes, Polly,'' he
TALKING BUSINE~S WITH THIE~.
, . went on, as they strolled back to the hotel. "But-but-·
"Ye're :vastin' yer time with us. We ain't no squealwell, you won't mind a friend like me speaking about it,
will you? You know, one of your duties will be to look at ers!" growled Shang Lannigan.
"We don't talk," snorted Whitely, the negro.
your best."
st;aightforwardThese two had been rounded up in Bridgetown the
"I _understand you," Ppily answered,
1
ly, and without coloring. 'My cloihes are shabby, aJld night before, after the police had received Ted's tip over
you're trying to tell me that I will have to get better the telephone. ,
Now our hero and Don, having come over to Bridgeones."
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town, had bee'n allowed by the police to see the'ae two razor-.
backs.
'
·
The men had been up in court that morning, and had
,been remanded back to jail until the police could secure
more evidence.
That evidence Ted and Don .were now prepared to 'give,
both youngsters being able to swear, positively, that they
had seen the prisoners at the big house on the hill the
night before.
"Now, you fellows have been stealing a lot of plunder
all summer, and selling it," Ted insisted. "I'm just about
ready to fasten it all on you, too. If you let this thing go
too far, a.pd force me to bring too much evidence against
you, you'll just about have to spend the rest of your days
behind bars. Now, the police have agreed that, if you'll
say where all the stolen stuff is, they'll press just one
!Jharge against -each. That way you'll get only a few
years apiece. The other way you will probably never be
free men a'gain. Is it hard for you to choose?"
"There ain't notbin'. to choose," Shang retorted, doggedly. '
·
~
"B.ut think it over, man. · If y<m're behind bars the
I
·rest of your days you'll never be able to enjoy a minute 9f
· t o k now wh ere you eoId th e .st uff
l I.fe. N ow, a11 we wan t is
.
.
you stole. Is it gomg to hurt you to tell, and to tell truth· t h t
h
·t . t
d
:fu11 y.? I s I·t gorng
o ur you as muc as I w111 o spen
.
·
11
'
d
·
t
'
th·
·
t
your days rott mg mace , as you re omg a
is mmu e.?
•
Come, now I B e sens1'ble.1,,

"Going to turn razorbacks?" laughed the chie:f. ·
"We're going to find out just what they're doing," Ted
declared, stoutly. "And we're going to break -that gang
up by getting them nabbed one at a time, if we have to
go that slow. By the way, chief, you can . do something
for us if you'll give us a card to the other chiefs of police,
stating that we're proving of the greate~t help to the authorities in running down these pe_!lts."
.
The Bridgetown chief quickly made out and signed sue~
a card, which Ted pocketed for future use.
· ·
"The show'll be over at Waverly to-day," Ted ~ent
on. •"So I reckon that'll likely be our address until tomorrow."
"Look out, boys," warned the chief. "You're fooling
with gunpowder, you know."
"So are the razorbacks," Ted laughed, unconcernedly.
That afternoon found the boys in the little city of Waverly, where the big tents of the Hyman & Wells were up,
and sheltering a big afternoon audience.
'
To save . time the youngsters had eaten lunch on the
frain.
·
"An\l now the first thing to do," Ted hinted, as the two
·
boys StOOd On the platform, "is to roam the town, and
·
of t~ gang
·see . how · many
. . members
,,
' . we can name from
their descnpt10ns.
"
,
. .
,, .
Be sure they ve got our descriptions, too, smiled Don,
"
,
.
·
. t
h
k
hThey,, ll know us m the same mmu e t at we now
t em.
"They won 't see us."
."What are you talking about, Ted?"
"Facts. I'm goino-0 to show you a slick way o:f roaming
the town without .being seen."
Ted led the way to the back of the railway station.
There he had a brief but earnest talk with an hones~
looking cab-driver.
Don had already gotten inside the vehicle, and Ted soon
followed him.
Slam! Down came one of the cab's curtains, then the ·
other.

l

::Noth~n: doi~~.:: sniffed Sh~ng. .

Nothm saym' added Whitely.
"But- -"
:' O~; shut up!" roared Shang. "I tell ye, there's nothin'
domg.
_
_
"All right, then; we'll find out without your help, and
let you go up .for life," Ted retorted. ·
He turned as if to leave, and, as he did so, followed by
,Don, Shang growled after them.
"We'll go up and do time, an' welcome, but you kids
will be sorry ye ever butted in . . The rest of the gang's
"What's that for?" Don queried.
loose."
Smiling, Ted used his knife~point to make a few tiny
"They won't be long," Ted answered, halting.
holes 'through the fabric of the curtain.
"Oh, we've got friends all over the country. You'll . "Do I follow sUit on my side?" queried Gleason.
hear from 'em," Shang promised, with cheerful grimness.
"Yes." .
"Get anything out of 'em?" inquired the Bridgetown
When the cab rolled away a moment later the boys were
chief of police, as the youngsters came upstairs from invisible behind cab curtains, but each was looking out on
the cell-room.
his side of the street.
"Not a whisper," sighi!d Ted.
Inside of half an hour, on a side street in the better resi"Thought you wouldn't. We've been at 'em all morn- dence section, tlie hidden boys located a pair of trampishing, but they're game. They'll take their medicine; and looking fellows who answered to Dromus's description of
go up for long terms, but they won't pass any tips."•
two of the razorbacks.
·
"You keep 'em tight," promised Ted, "and we'll find
The fellows were strolling along .the street, looking at .
enough more screws to put on 'em."
. the houses as if making selections for the night's work.
"What are you boys going to do now?" the 9hie:f wanted
Two sharp pulls at the check strap, and the cab horses
to know.
·
jogged along faster, turning the first corner. ·
"Well," Ted smiled, "I guess we'll have to follow the
Now the driver made his horses move rapidly un~il a
Hyman & Wells .Circus, too."
·
policeman was encountered.
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To th.e policeman Ted dropped an eager word.
. Hot and perspiring, Ted sat down i!\ a clump of bushes
That officer telephoned fo his chief.
.. at the further ~trd of the woods~
Within ten minutes the razorbacks had been craftily
He was close to the road, which he. eould see from his
gather~d in and locked up as suspicj.ous characters.
place of concealment.
.
"See if we can't get another bunch," throbbed Don, as
c'Someone coming," h~ murmured, at last, with a sudsoon as the news of the capture came back over the tele- den stai't of curiosity, as he heard the trudge of feet be·
'
phone.
yond on the dusty roa'd.
"I'm to get in and ride with you, if you don't mind,"
He waited until two men ea~e into sight on the road.
hinted the policeman.
; "Gracious!" throbbed the boy. "The last two fellows I
expected to see here. By a.11 rights they're still locked
"Come along," T~d invited, hospitably.
lt"was an hour before the mysterious cab rolled into the up!"
·
tracks of another pair of razorbacks.
•
None other were the approaching men tlian Messrs.
But at last Ted pointed out a pair1 who, according to Slimey and Twitch!
I.l'hey were grimy, dust-covered, sliambling--:-in a word,
Dromus' tale, whe "porch-climbers," or "second-story
workers"- men who commit burglaries on an upper floor ·they looked dog-tired, as if they had come far.
while the family are at supper.
Ted crouched on his .heels, balancing himseH with his
"Hey, yuu men!" roared the officer, leaping out of the finger-tips.
cab with his pistol drawn. "Up with your hands, or take
"Hullo!" he challenged, smilingly, as" lie rose almost·
lead! No nonsense !"
within arm's reach of the pair.
Much.as if they had seen a ghost did Messrs. Slimey and Astounded, the razorbacks surrendered. The officer
rapped for help, and got it from citizens.
Twitch look.
The cab went on."
They started back, sta-ring in :fright, then glowering
But news travels quiekly among crimi~als. when a raid suddenly.
.
is being made on them.
•
"You again, is it?" demanded Twitch, letting a. short
"It's no use going furth er," announced Ted, when they club fall from' his sleeve into his right hand.
had rolled through the streets of Waverly for 'another hour
Slimey tried to speak, but no words came. A short
without encountering a single suspected razorback. "The club, though,' .came out of his sleeve 1nto his twitching
rascals have got the tip, and have taken to the woods."
, right hand..
/
"What's to be done now, then?" queried Don.
"Let's do him sure!" growled Twitch.
"Go into the woods after them," laughed 'red.
That rascal took a quick step forward, and Smiley also
Don looked at his friend in some astonishment.
gathered himself for the spring.
"See here, Ted, don't get dippy. You're not a policeBut Ted, coolly and still smiling, motioned them back.
man, and you've no call to run your face against a gun.
"Don't do anything rash," he advised calmly. "You'll
Do you really mean that you're goillg into the woods?" only be jugged in ten seconds if you do. I've got people
persisted Don Gleason.
all around here, or I wouldn't be taking chances standing
"Just that. Don, I really believe that some c:J. the razor- still. Get baek a couple of steps, and we'll see if we've any
backs are hiding in the woods at present. There's only need to quanel to-clay."
one big bit 9f woods near this town, and that's where I'm
Ted's impudent self·%Ssurance carried the day where
.going. But you're not."
nothing else could have saved him from a desperate rough"Thinl( I'm afraid?" flared his chum.
and-tumble fight in which he would have stood small show.
"Of course you're not. But one fellow ought to be able
"What do you want, anyway?" growled Twitch:
to get through the woods on the quiet, where two'd make "A little information-that's all," laughed Ted, easily.
.a noise and get found out. So you go down to the Samoset "In the first place, what do _you mean by being here? I
H;ouse, that we passed, and I'll get the driver to leave me left you behind bars?"
"Bars weren't strong enough," smiled Twitcli, grimly.
where I want to be left. I'll join you a little later on."
'Five mii;iutes later Ted Tarrant slid out of the cab at
"You broke jail, eh?"
"Something like that," grunted Twitch Grundy.
the edge of the woods. He slipped in be~ind the nearest
bushes, then watched the ·cab bear his chum away.
"AnQ. you don't want to go bacl~ eh?"
These woods stretched along the road for a quarter of a
"What do you mean?" snarled Twitch, gripping his
mile or so, with a depth of less than an eighth of a mile. short club tigh~er.
It took Ted some time to get through these wood,s
"Why, as you're no fool, of course you don't want to go
·
without showing himself to possible lurkers, -but at last back to jail."
he ,accomplished it.
"Meaning you're likely to squeal on us?"
"I may not have to," T'ed returned, coolly. "Now, I've
"Wasted time, I reckon,') lie muttered, at last. "Wherever the razorbacks are, they're not lurking here. Maybe got something to tell you, and a hint or two to offer. In
they thought the · cops would be too likely to round up the first place; of course you're on your way to tail the
these woods."
Hyman & Wells show."
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"If you are ·with me, boys."
"If you knoll', kid, there ain't no use tolling you."
"Then maybe we'll help you," Twitch Grundy admitted,
"Lie low, then," Ted hinted. "It's hard times with
the razorbacks just ·now: Some of 'em got jugged this reluctantly.
"That isn't enough. Say that you will help me. Say
afternoon. Two more got jugged last night, down , at
Bridgetown. Every one of 'em will be behind bars as fast that Y'?u'll meet me after dark and give up all the tips I've
•
called for."
as the cops can handle :em."
. "We will, then," promised Twitch, slowly, "provided we
"That sounds nice!" sneered Twitch.
"Oh, I'm not fool ·enough to ask you to believe me," can get the tips. But where'll we meet you? Not in
Ted assented, good-naturedly. ''You'll hear all about it town! Have you got . the nerve, kid, to say we'll meet
when you r each your crowd. They're dead scared, and here?)'
"Here as well as anywhere,'' Ted agreed, coolly.
roosting high. Maybe you won't be able to find any of 'em
is
one
every
and
nd you won't play no roots on us?"
spotted,
"J\
just now. But every one ·of 'em's
use you boi.h square, if you do as much for me.".
"rll
to be nabbed. You'll be, yourselves, as soon as you step
"Then we'll meet here--at eleven to-night," promised
on the town's street s. That is, unless I make it easy for
·
you."
Twitch.
"Good! But keep your word. Don't try to scoot out
"Come right to the point," cried Twitch. "Tell what
you're doping at by this hot air."
of town."
"We'll be here."
"You go into town," nodded Ted, "and I'll fix it easy
"Good-by, then, until eleven o'clock."
for you. The cops will have the tip, aJ!d won't molest you
Ted smiled as he watched them out of sight.
as long as you don't do anything irregular. If you do hapBut Twitch, as soon as he was sure he was past being
pen to get jugged, send for me at the Samoset House, and
·
seen, turned and shook his fist wrathfully.
I reckon I can smooth things for you."
A gleam of treachery shone il!...the fellow's eyes.
"Mighty good, ain't you?" demanded Twitch, suspic'
iously.
"
CHAPTER IX.
"Yes, and I've got a reason for it."
TRAP.
THE
N
I
CAUGHT
"vVhat ?"
"Now, where's that kid?"
"I want you two," announced Ted, "to help me out. If
you do I'm going to ·,make the police go easy on you. Your I It was late at night, and Twitch, as he halted with
razorbacks who went first with the Dromus show, and later Slimey on the dark road through the woods, put that queswith the Hyman & Wells, have stolen an unusually fat lot tion aloud.
"Right here, Twitch!" called a laughing voice down the
of booty this season. What I want you two to do is to
find out the names and addresses of the fences that the road.
"That you, Tarrant?"
stuff was sold to."
"Ted Torrant-on deck!"
"Is that" all?" sneered Twitch.
And Ted, stepping forward out of the concealment of
"It isn't so much as you think it is," Ted argued.
"You fellows have sold the stuff and got your money. If bushes, met the pair on the road.
"Well,'' glowered Twitch, "you see, we kept our promyou bring me the names I want, the fences will have to
ise."
won't
that
give up the stuff they've bought of you, but
"By coming here--yes," nodded Ted.
cost you anything. If you two fellows don't help me out
"What do you mean by that?" demanded.Twitch, harsliI'm going to see you jugged for a long time. Now, do you
.
.
ly.
want to go behind bars for twenty years or so?"
"I mean to ask whether you've. kept the rest of the
Twitch and Slimey glanced keenly at each other.
"You don't-that's right," nodded Ted, without wait- promise? Have you brought the names and addresses of
1
ing for either to speak. "Boys, the razorback industry will the fence who bought the stolen loot from your gangP '
"Ohl" growled Grundy. "Maybe."
be on the blink the rest of this season. , You two have a
"That isn't an answer," Ted insisted firmly. '(Now, see
chance to get out with whole skins. That's by going in
town, talking with your gang, and getting a good idea of here, boys, it's best to be square with me. In town you
who the fences are. Then come and t ell me to-night, and found out just what I .told you-that thti razorbacks are
I'll see that the police let you off easy. You won't try being nabbed quick. You weren't touched. So you can
any roots on me, will you? For let me tell you, boys, that see I've been acting square. Now you've simply got to do
you can't skip town without being jugged. It's strictly the same thing."
"Do you mind sitting down to talk it overP" asked
between you and me-but you can't imagine how many
Grundy, pointing to the grass at the edge of the toad.
men are looking for your whole crowd now."
"I can talk standing just as well," Torrant retorted,
Again Slimey and Twitch exchanged signi£cant glances.
briefly.
"Well, what do you say?" Ted wanted to know.
"You ain't afraid to sit down, are you?"
'~You'll act dead square with us, won't you.?" Twitch de· "No," Ted rejoined, .dropping to a seat on the ground.
manded, in a low voice.

l
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Twitch, too, seated himself, his eyes sharply, closely, on
our hero.
' Flop! Down out of Grundy's right sleeve dropped a
revolver, the muzzle now turned on Ted. _
'~Don't: try to get up again," advised Twitch, gri.mly.
_'-'Oh, that's a foolish move," Ted remonstrated, though
he felt an inward jolt of ala.ffii.
"Why is it foolish?" Twitch wanted to know.
. "Because you don't suppose I was fool enough to come
here without help waiting te be called." "Where are they?" Twitch Grundy questioned, smiling
broadly. "Slimey, look around and see if you can find
anybody."
"I'll call my friends, if you insist," bluffed Ted. "But
I'd rather not. I promised to act on the square" you know,
apd so did you."
"Oh,, we're going to be tremendous square," promised
Grundy, with a gruff laugh. "We ain't going to kill you
-just yet!-unless we catch you trying to swing around
on to your feet."
. "'l'~ll him," nodded Slimey.
"Might as well," rejoined Twitch. "Well, then, kid,
we kn9w well enough that you was fool enough to come
here without help. · How do we know? Why, the razor' backs are taking a night off to-night, and we've watched
these woods as a hen watches "chicks. So we know that y<?U
came here alone, and that no one else is s.tanding watch
for you. That being the case, we fellows want to have a
few words with you. Slimey, you know what to do now."
Ted started again inwardly, his eyes fast on Slimey
Fetters.
But all that worthy did was to go off down the road at a
rather crisp walk.
So Ted turned to look again at the scoundrel who held
the gun on him so coolly.
"Twitch Grundy," Ted demanded, "are you and Slimey
.going back on your word? Are you going to throw away
the last chance you had for your freedom?"
"Nothing saying just now," Grundy drawled. "Wait,
and you'll hear it all at once."
"But, see here--"
"If you know when you're well off," brol{e in Twitch,
warningly, "you will shut up on the jump."
There was something so ugly in this command from the
fel ow who held a gun that Ted bit his lips.
Letting bis glance rove in the direction taken by the
vanishing Fetters Ted soon saw something to foterest him
immensely.
•'
Slime was heading back now with two other down-at.
the-heelylooking wretches in his ~ake.
On came the trio, Ted eyeing them curiously.
.
Twitch volunteered no information, nor did he speak on
an.y subject whatever.
But Grundy held the cocked pistol in his hand, watching as if he would hugely enjoy seeing the trapped boy
make a move to get away.
Up to the spot Slimey marched his two companions.
1

Here they halted, the two newcomers eyeing the -boy
with lively interest'.
"Know him?" demanded Twitch, without turning his
head sideways to look at the two new ones.
"Yep," replied one 0£ the pair.
,"Ever see the kid before?"
"No; but the descrip holds good."
"It's Torrant," Twitch confirmed.
"The kid that's been doing us all dirt!"
"Do you know who these gentlemen are?" Grundy demanded of our hero.
"As well as i£ they had their name-plates . on their
vests," Ted retorted, dryly. "One is Buck Ginger, and
the other is Scads Dolliver.- I don't understand how they
escaped the drag-net this afternoon."
"Well, we did," snarled Buck.
"And that's more than you've done to-night, kid!"
grated Scads Dolliver.
"You feilows talk as if you were enjoying yourselves,"
remarked Ted, looking curiously at their faces in turn .
"O~, we expect to," grimaced Slimey' Fetters. "That's
what we're here for."
"Pooh! Don't be fools any longer," cried Ted, impatiently. "If you want me to think you've got me in a
tight box you can't do it. If I let out one yell--"
"It'll be your last remark . in this world," finished
Twitch, significantly.
"More rot!" jeered Ted.
"See here, kid,1' bubbled Slimey Fetters, eagerly, ."just
to show you we know you're bluffing! That toym down
below has five day policemen and seven night cops. The
day cops are all at the show, on duty around the ~ents, and
the night · cops are out on post. There ain't a cop within
a mile of here, as we know. .Nor anyone else that could
help you-'cause, having nothing else to do, we've be_en
piping off these woods."
"They've got it down pat," quavered Ted, inwardly.
"Tell him what we're going to do with him, Twitch,"
urged Slimey Fetters.
"Shall I tell him now, fellows?" queried TWitch, without taking his eyes off the boy.
"Better," assented Buck.
"Tell him-and do it!" ground out Scads Dolliver.
"Well, then, Tarrant," Grundy went on, "you've stirred
up the gang b~ having six of us jug~ed and -going after
the rest. Youd orter known what kmd of a crowd you
·was running down. We've got you down, instead, what's
left of us. And you won't get up again."
"Going to keep me sitting here all night?" Ted demanded. - r
He spoke with cool, laughing impudence, but inside his
heart seemed to be s~opping with the dread that surged
up within him.
"Tell him!" insisted Slimey.
Twitch looked as if he enjoyed his task as lie spoke:
"Tarrant, you've sown 'hornets' nests, so you've got to
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"Your friends have been wiped out~ or the shooting
Our job to-night is to sting the last breath
wouldn't be over so soon," Ted grinned. .'
Now!"
Or-r-r-rack ! Or-r-r-rack !
.I
This time Slimey Fetters fairly screamed.
CHAPTER X.
Even 'red Tarrant, the coolest of the five present, start·
IN THE NOISE OF BATTLE.
I
ed and fooked 1:1wiftly over. his shoulder.
Ted Torra:p.t was at this moment so near to being scared
For these volleys came from up the road, in the oppoto death that it hardly needed vioience to finish him.
site direction from the first shots.
Yet, if these brutes looked for a sign of his terror, it
"You see! You can't go either wa.y without running
was because they did not understand the manner of boy into trouble," Ted declared. "You can't even cut across
with whom they had to deal.
the woods. Now, you understand how well you fellows
For Ted, shaking inside though he was, managed, by a watched the woods to-night-or was it all bluff?"
great e_ffort to steady his voice and to laugh sneeringly.
Twitch and his friends looked dumfounded enough .
"Now, no more nonsense," snapped Ted. ".Not a bit
. "Funny, is it?" asked Twitch, grimly.
"Rather," Ted chuckled. '~You'll see the . joke soon, unless you want to run into the lynchers, whci are sci sore
too!"
against your crowd that they won't stop at anything;
"You w?n't," Grundy informed him .. "You're blu_ffin.g · Twitch, put that gun up for your own safety. I'm going
about havmg help at hand, but even if you h~d. it it to get up on 'Tb.y' feet. Shoot-if you dare!"
>rnuld_n't do_ you any_ g~od. We m~y a.11 ~av.e to sit m the
Without .more ado, Ted Tarrant did leap to his. feet. '
Twitch raised his weapon as if to shoot.
electric chair for this Job, but we re m it JUSt the same.
So bring on your friends, if you1ve got any loafing near.
But a solitary shot ringing out up the road stayed his
We'll finish you, anyway, before they get close enough to hand.
do you any good!"
"That's right,' Twitch," Ted approved, coolly. "Now,
"What's holding you back, then?" sneered our hero.
put that gun down .on the ground."
,
"Nothing,'' rejoined Twitch Grundy, rising. "Buck,
"What you talking about?" leered Twitch, sc'owling
slam the kid down on his back."
savagely. ·
Buck, who had sprung in behind Ted Tarrant, now gave
"I know what I'm talking about," Ted insisted, eoolly.
the boy a twitch that sent him over fl.at on his back.
"Put it down. I'm not going to tell you, either, ~hy;
"Fall on him! Wind him up!" Twitch commanded, as
you'll wish you had. Put it down or take the conseif he were the foreman of a gang of ordinary workmen.
quences."
In another instant the order would have beell. obeyed.
For a moment Twitch hesitated.
But just at that second a sound came to their ears that
"Both parties
close in here mighty soon," Ted
made them jump in earnest.
warned him. "It won't be wise to 1e found ·with any
Or-r-r-r-rack ! Crack! crack! crack!
weapons in your hands. For the last . time, put that _gµn
· Down the road, perha.ps a qua.r ter of a mile away, down on the ground!"
sounded a volley, followed by three scattering shots.
N dw another volley' and more loose shots.
Then Twitch Grundy obeyed.
''
Back away from the gun," Ted commanded.
"What on earth--" fal~ered Slimey, his voice and his
knees shaking together.
;\_gain Twit.ch cibe,yed.
"Out the kid's wind off, and we'll scoot," advised
"Now, Slimey, put your weapons down there, too," rap.g
Twitch.
Ted Torr.ant's steady voice.
/
But still more shots rang out.
"S'help me, .I 4ain't got none," whined Fetters .
. "You fellows better duck before you do anything here,"
"You know best, of course," Ted returned, indiffe.r entTed sputtered. "Shall I t ell you what that is? Not cops, ly.. "Only, if you h~~pen to be foun~ with anyth~g wickbut armed citizens. And they are out to lynch to-night! ~d m you_r c!othes, it 11 go ~arder :vith you than it would
They're tired of you fellows. They've J·ust run into some lf you didn t. Got anythmg evil to put down there,
.
I SJ"
?"
of them down there. You heard the answer."
imey ·
With a snort, Fetters drew out a dirk and a small bull- •
The shots l~ad died out. All was still down the road.
But even Twitch, the coolest of the quartette, showed dog revolver. He laid them on t~e ground beside Twitch's
signs of the "rattles" now.
pistol.
"You get a knife, Twitch?" asked Ted, curiously.
Ted, still all impudence, now sat boldly up.
"Better dust," he advised. "No; on second thought it
"I don't carry one," Grundy replied.
, .
wouldn't be wise. You can't tell where you'd run into
"Buck, put your contribution on the pile," Ted sug·
more of the citizen's committee. The best thing you can gested.
do is to stay here with me."
A black-jack was all that Buek Ginger contributed.
"You know best whether that's all you've got, Buck,"
Down the road the sounds of firing had died out, and
1
now an awesome silence followed.
Ted hinte'd.
f~ap

~ut

stings.

of you for good! Jump him, fellows!

•

will
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Scads Dolliver now lay a pistol and a black-jack, down
beside the other weapons.
"The reason for taking up this collection," said Tom,
coolly, "is that the citizens couldn't exactly kill an unatmed man. So, if any of you want to guess again, now's
your chance, for I think I hear a posse moving this way.'-'
Out of the woods came Don Gleason, white as chalk,
but game to the core.
Smiling faintly, as Ted nodded to the little c.ollection
of weapons 011 the ground, Don . bent over and picked
them up.
Two of the pistols he handed to ready Ted, keeping the
other himself.
'Now, hands up with you!" gruffed Ted Torrant. "We
want you fo march just ahead of us. Don'.t try to get too
far ahead, either ! And don't try to wheel on us ! 1£ you
do either one of those things, you'll know what hot lead
£eels like. Buck and Twitch, you haven't got your hands
up. No time for argument. Up go your hands instanter,
pr down goes your whole carcass! Now!"
Up went the hands, and now the lately exultant razorbacks were completely vanquished.
•
"March-toward town!" quavered Ted.
"What you going to do?" trembled Twitch, angrily.
"Run u~ plumb into lynchers ?'J
· "You won "t meet ·any," jeered Ted. "There aren't
any!"
Twitch gasped.
"But those shots?"
"NotJ1ing but ca.nnon crackers set off by my good
friend, Don!" laughed Ted Tarrant. "Was that slickeh, boys?"
The quartette bunched and started down the road, so
far strictly according to orders.
}et our hero felt an uneasy, wavering conviction that
ere they had gone f~r these ugly razor-backs would turn
on him and Don.
"Ted ! Ted! Wait! I'm coming, too P'
A swish of skirts up the road, and thcm a girlish figure
bounded forward.
Could he be dreaming? Polly Brethnell !
\Yith a deadly, dangerous fight on hand, our hero felt
as if he were swooning when she darted in· to add immensely to the terror and the danger.
CHAPTER XI.
"HEY, RUBE!"

• Then he felt her trembling hand touch his sleeve.
"Polly, you foolish little girl!" Ted vented, despairil'gly.
"I'm here, Ted; _make the best of it!" she whispered.
. "I've got to," he groaned.
"I'm going to shoot, Buck, if you try to lag!" sourided
Don's :voice,· cold and ugly. "Remember, we won't take a
c-hance when we've got a woman here to defend."
-Ped, too, had his eyes on the sullen quartette moving
ahead. and he gripped both pistols ready to shoot.
'

"How did you come to be here, Polly?" Ted insistecla
firmly.
"Why," she trembled happily, "I saw in the evening
paper that you had turned detective."
"A detective, eh?" Ted smiled grimly.
"Well, the paper said you were anyway, so I didn't have
to do much guessing,'' Polly went on, eagerly. "When I
r<~ad that it gave m.e a thought. It occurred to me to come
right down on the train· and tell you that I understood
the business at last, and was ready to do anything I could:
So I got on the train and came right here to Waverly.
That was where the paper said you were. And I saw Don
at a window in the Samoset House, so I went in and got a
room right next to yours.'"
"You traveled · alone?" gasped Ted.
"No; I didn't quite qare to do that, so I got Mrs. Davis,
Mr. Hopkins' sister, to come with me. She's at the Samoset House now. You see, we got the room right next to
yours. The transom was a bit open between the two
rooms. I-I suppose it wasn't just right; but I was so
eager to know about. the strange business that I- that I
iistened," Poily admitted in confusion.
"Did, eh?" Ted queried.
"So I heard you and Don planning how Don was to be
watching in the woods, and that, if those dreadful !llen
tried any mean tricks, Don was to slip off down the road
and set off cannon crackers to make the rascals think there
was a party of men out lynching."
"So?" insisted Ted, bound to have th~ whole of the
story.
"So-oh,. I suppose I did very wrong,'' Polly rambled
on quickly, "but I was so anxious to do my share in the
business. So r slipped out of the hotel and bought some
cannon crackers. 'fhen I asked the way to the. woods, and
r slipped up here early in the eyening. And I-;:-I didn't
want either one of you to know I was here. So I went
ciear to the end of the woods and then hid. And th.e n I
waited."
,
"Waited there for hours?" gasped Ted.
"Yes; it seemed like-well, like months!" Polly admitted, candidly. "And all the time I wondered what
was happening-or going to happen. And then, at last, I
heard Don firing his cannon crackers down the road-and
then I jumped up to do my share. My fingers shook so
when I t.ried to light a pack-oh, it seemed as if I'd never
get the crackers going ! And now I'm afraid y-0u think I
did very wrong!"
"You saved the night, Polly, with those extra shots,"
Ted admitted. "You saved my life, too, probably- but;
oh! I wish you hadn't come out here at all!"
"Why?" demanded Polly, in amazement.
"It staggers me to think what may happen to you, dear
little girl, if these brutes ahead take it into their heads to
turn and make a fight for it. Oh, Polly, I wish you were
miles away."
"Slimey," rang Don's resolute voice, "I'm getting ready
to kill you. Go straight."
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"lsn,t it exciting, being a detective?" throbbed Polly
in Ted 'rorrant's ear.
·
'
"Polly, l'ru 'Qot a d~tective.''
"The.ti wh&t are you?"
"Just a pl1;1in, every.day hustler,_with a few idefls, Polly.
One idea of mine was to gather iu some of the rewards
offered for recovering the stuff that these fellows have
beep_ stealing all along the route of a circus."
"Oh, Ted, if you really h{ld 'to ecune out her1:. to-night,
why didn't yo-q ask so~e of the police to come and hide
close to you?" quivered the girl,
. "Why? For the best reason in the world, Polly. So
that the police wouldn't help and then jump ill' and claim
all of the re}Vards that I'm out to get. What's that?
Hush, dear!" .
Ted's voice shook in . terrified earnest now.
For ahead on the road were other dark forms, and trouble was brewing.
"Who's that coming?" gruffed a voice from down the
road.
" Clear the road ahead!" rang Qµt Don Gleason's voice
ere Ted. could spe&k.' "We're a posse with razorbacks for
prisoners!"
"Razorbacks?" yelled ·an ugly voice.
"That you, Sanders?" roared Twitch Grundy in the
next jiffy.
"It's me all right, Twitch!"
"Then sail in with your crowd! · We're stuck up in
front of guns by two kids and a girl! Hey, Rube!"
In a twinkling from the crowd down the road came the
angry answering bellow:
"Hey, Ri1be ! Hey, Rube!"
.Ted groaned, turning as white a's a sheet as he heard
the oncoming rush of feet.
"Stick close to me, Polly. Don't try to run," he ordered as he raised the pistols that he carried.
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Then Ted Torrant's voice rang out like that of a general who has taken command in battle;
"Don't one of you razorbacks try to bolt-for your
lives! Back, you rubes!"
"Scatter your fellows into the woods, Sanders !" ytilled
Twitch Grundy, hoarsely. "Then you can get 'em on the
flank!"
.
Crack I It was Don's pistol. He :fired past Twitch's
ear.
.
•
".That's the business!" yelled Ted, approvingly. "I'm
going to get in the game, too, if another razorback stirs
or talks!"
Wh&t was that down the road?
As Sanders and his mates scattered into the woods on
either side there sounded the fa~t pounding of hoofs.
"Who yelled 'Hey, Rube' here?" demanded a sharp
yoice as a man in a buggy pulled lip just ~head. "Stop

,

:up

it! I won't have any rows here l Johnson, bring
your
crew on the run 1'1
"Don't you try to run i" warn~d T~dl da.rting forwar(l
and holding a pistol close to Twitch.
,·
"You stay here!" ordered Don, getting betweeu Buck
and Scads.
7
Thus the boys held their prisoners, with the aid of
several circus men who had s~pped to aid them.
As for the :first circus men, who ·had given the "Hey,
Rube!" yell, they were now wildly beating through the
woods to safety.
.
But canvasmen and hostlers, riders and . gymnasts, jookeys and animal trainers-all the men of the Hyruan &
Wells Circus, were now in hot chas..e of the troublemakers.
"Are these police prisoners?" demanded a man who had
jumped out of the buggy a,nd run forward.
"Razorbacks we're trying to take -in and tum· over to
the police," Ted replied, eyeing his questioner sharply.
· The man looked the quartette of prisoners over carefully.
·
"I know three of 'em," he nodded. ''Young man, .P:tn
Hyman, of the circus. Some people seem to think that
we encourage these razorbacks, thugs and thieves to t~avel
with us. The truth is that every reputable circus man
does all he can to down such characters. But ·we simply
can't stop their following our shows. The only thing we
can do is to carry skilled detectives with us to spot these
fellows and turn 'em over to the police. I've got two detectives joining day after to-morrow. Are you young men
employed by detectives?"
"N-0," smiled Ted. ''We're anything- but detectives.
This is a little private idea of om own, but it seems to ,
have panned out well."
.
"I'll drive back alongside to see that my men take your
prisoners to the police station," promised Hyman, in an
aside to our hero.
·
The line of march was taken up past the long line of
·wagons and animal cages of a circus on its march to the
railway.
Waverly was asleep as the little party moved through
the streets . . ·
·
But at the police station the chief was on hand and
glad enough to receive his prisoners.
"That's all I_can do for you, I believe," suggested Mr.
Hyman when he had seen Twitch and Slimy, Buck and
Scads turned over to the police inside the station,hou~e.
"I can never tell you how grateful we ar:e," Ted replied,
earnestly .
Don was already away, escorting Miss Polly to the hotel
and back under the sheltering wing of Mrs. Davis.
"The gratitude is all on my side, I guess," clicked Mr.
Hyman, as he thrust one hand down into a troUSE\l'S .
pocket.
He brought forth a massive roll of bills, unwrapping
two of one hundred dollars each from the outside.
"This is the least I can c1o for you young men," ex•

)
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plained the circus proprietor. 'fI'm doing everything in
my power to drive razorbacks away from _the show, a.µd
I'll spend any amount of money to do it."
Ted hesitated about ac;cepting money from a man who
had helped him so fully.i. but Hyman insisted.
Don came 11ack after a little. He and Ted were allowed
to question the prisoners, on~ at a time, in the guard·
room.
,,,
"All four were badly demoralized now.
Singly they confessed to smaller crimes and named the
fences (receive!s of stolen goods) to whom the loot had
been sold.
When all had been questioned in turn and Ted had
written down the information he httd secured, he turned
to the chief :
"I guess we might as well have them all brought in
again, one at a time. Suppose1 1i'e begin with Slimey."
Fetters was brought in. All the little bravado was gone
out of that fellow now.
"Slimey," began Ted, genially, "I guess we've got most
eve:rything out of your crowd now. So you might as well
g6.- ahead and tell the rest that yotr know. The more you
tell now the more you save the police from having to hunt
up for themselves, the lighter sentence you're likely to get
in court."
"What do you want to know, then?" .
· Then T~d Torrant opened his batteries of questionsthe slickest questions imaginable.
· In his terror Fetters told even more than our hero had
expected.
,
The ·sun had been up two hours when Ted Torrant had
:finished questioning the razorb11cks.
All of the stolen valuables had been sold by these .razor.backs to n~torious fences in New York .
. ~'Back to t-he hotel now," fl.us~ed Ted, too excited and
too well..,satisfied to feel weariness. ·
'JI 're he and Don went over the, lists furnished by the
thieves, comparing 'these with the lists furnished by people
whose persons or houses had been robbed in the track of
the Promus Hippodrome.
,_ "It calls for one of us to go to New York now and lay
these lists before the police authorities there," explain~d
'l'ed, looking up from his work at ten o'clock in the morning.

Ted finally succeeded in making Do? accept eight ,
thousand of the, total.
With the balance our hero had a very fiiir start in life.
Through the summer Ted ingeniously found tasks for
Polly to do. He kept her just busy enough with light
tasl<s, such as copying, to make . her think that she was
really helping him in business.
But one evening in the early fail, as they strolled
through the town, Polly came out strong with curiosity.
"Ted, when am I going to be more deeply employed in
your business? It doesn't seem to me that I am doing
much of anything."
"Why,'i. laughed our hero, "I'm thinking, now that
Bobo · is so gentle and drives so well in ·haJ;ness, that I'll
have you take him out every day for exercise."
Ted had tried hard to find Drorp.us and pay over to him
a sum that would represent the full value of the splendid
horse.
'But that weak-eyed former circus man had completely
disappeared.
"You ve had me copying a lot of papers lately," went
on Polly. "All about those horrible fellows who h;ve just
been· sent to prison."
"Yes," laughed the boy. "All the razorbacks that we
caught are now safely stowed away for the next few
years."
_
"But what am I going to do now?" Polly persisted.
"Why, Polly Brethnell, I don't see a thing for you to
do unless you take a partnership."
"A part--"
"You understand, don't you?" glowed Ted, catching
her hand suddenly a'nd looking straight into her eyes.
"I think I do," she replied, simply.
"Will you accept that partnership, Polly?"
"A great big 'yes,' Ted!"
They're still partners, and will be as long as they live.
But Don Gleason is Ted's business partner. The two
young men now operate a famous stock farm, _and doing
famously well at it, too. ·

paper, for the running down of the razorbacks and the
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THE END.

Readers of this weekly are promised a long and exciting
journey next week. They will be taken into one of the
wildest parts of the earth, in that splendid story, "THE
KEG OF DIAMONDS; OR, AFTER THE TREASURE
* * * *
* *
At the end of the seco:ad day Don telegraph~d from OF THE CALIPHS," a grand narrative by Tom Dawson,
New York:
which will be published complete in No. 17 of "The Wide
Awake Weekly," out next week. H is the best story yet
"Police are recovering stolen property with a rush." .
\Fitten by this popular author.
But this Ted already knew from his morning news-

, ·ecovering of their loot had made sensations for the newsSPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
papers ?f the great metropolis.
are always in print. If you cannot obtahi them from any
The .stolen property thuS' recovered amounted in value newsdealer, send the price in mdney or postage stamps by
to more than two hundred thousand dollars.
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
The rewards alone totaled up to nearly thirty thousand J SQUARE, N.EW YORK, and you will receive the copies
dollars. Of this Ted secured some twenty-eight thousand. you order by return mail.
-
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N<?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY 'l'~ICKf:J WITH CAJ:tpS.-EmMESMERISM.
'No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap· bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with illUBtrati<mli.
By A. Andel'fiOn.
·
proved methods of mesmerisip ; aJso how to cure a ll kinds of
No. 77. HOW 'l'O DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prpf, Lep
Containing deceptive Ca1·d Trioks as per•formed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S.•, author. of "How to Hypnotize," etcr
and magiciaµs. An·anged to+ }lome am11seme.nt. Fully i!Justl'ated.

PA LMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW.TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on t he. hand, together with
No. ?· HOW TO DO 'fRICKS.-Tlje great boo~ Qf IQAgic .and
a full explanatioµ of their meaning. Also explaining ·phrenology, card trick~, contl!,ining full instruction OQ all the le11ding C!lrd trip)l:s
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head, Br of the d~y, alsQ the IQPSt pQpular Jilagic11-l jllusiops as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
our leadmg magicians; every boy should obtain a cop;ir of this book1
as it will both amuse and instrµot.
.
HYPNOTISM.
No: 22. HOW 'l' O DO SECOND SIGHT.-Hel)er'ii 11econJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in· explamed b)'. his form er a ssistant, Fred Hqnt, Jr. Explaining how
s tructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the l>tlCret dialogues were carried ou between the magician apd the '
explaining the most approved methods which are employed b;ir the boy on _the stage; .also giving all the codes a11d !lignals. Tile oµ.ly
leading hypnotists ot' fhe world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.Q.S.
authent1c..explanat10n of second sight.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O }:IECOl\l:Jl] A l\IAGIClt\.N.--Oo11tainj11g the
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND l!'ISH.-The most complete grandest assortment of . magical illusions ever placed before the
public.
Also tric!>s with cards, incantation s, eto.
·
hunting· and fishing guide ever published. ·It t!ontains full inNo. 68. HOW TO DO OH!Ul\IICAL TJ:UCKS.--Oontajning over
structiqns about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemic~Is.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustra teJ.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT Q}j' H.AND.-Conta.iping over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
ll'ull instructions are given iµ this little book, together with in- fifty of the latest and best tricks .used by magicians. Also containing the secret of second sigllt. Fully illm1trated. .8y A. Anderson.
sfructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. HOW '."1'0 JU~KE MAGIC ~OYS.-Contajning full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most usefu l horses d1rect10ns for makmg l\Iag1c 'l'oys and devices of Jillllll kinds Bv
'
.,
for business; the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A, Anderson. ll'nlly iilustrnted.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUfdl3.EiRS .~Showing
c'lisease11 pectlliar to the horse.
No. 48. tlOW '1'0 BUILD .AND SAIL CANOES.-A bandy many curio11s tric~s with figul1!S and the mairic 9f number11. lb A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. fully 1llustrateq.
.No. 7_5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Qont!lining
ai,nd the most :P£>pular manner of sailing them. Fully illui>trated.
tneks
with
Dommos,
Dice,
Cups
anJ
.8alls,
Hat11, etc, }lJIQbracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illust rations. By A. Anderson.
•
roRTtJNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW 'l'O DO THE BLACK ART.-Containing a com·
N o. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description .of the mysteries of l\!11,gjo anq Sl~ight of Uanp
together
with many wonderful experiments. By A, Anderson:
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; 11-lso the true mean·
·illg of almost apy kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illust+ateq.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHAN
ICA
L
.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN IN VENTOR.-EveJ7 boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This li ttle book
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shpul~ ~nQw bow inv~ntions originated. This book explii.!ns them
all, g1v1~g examples. m electricity, h ;v<lra.uli~, magnetisll'.I, opti!J,i,
Q,nd unlucky J11ys, and "Napoleon's Oraculuqi," the book of fate.
f{o. ~8, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every.one is desirous of pneumatics, mechamcs, etc. 'l'he most instructive book published.
knowjQg what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5!;t HOW TO BE)CO~!EJ AN ENGINEER.-Cont11-ining fu ll
mislll'Y, w:e11-lt'h or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstrµct1ons hQw to proceed in Qrdel.' to become a locomotive en·
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell y'our own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locoIQQtive ; tog!!tber
With a fulJ description Of e~ rythin g Rn engineer shpql!li kPPW,
the fortu·n e of your fri ends.
·
No. 57. now 'l.'0 MAKE J.rnSlCi\.L INS'l.'RUMENTS .~FqlJ
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions
'how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, .2Eolian HQ.I'll, XyloContaining rul es for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
and other mu sical instruments; together with ·a brief dephone
or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
ion of n ea rly· ever;v mu ~ i ca l instrument used in ancient or
by a,id of m9les, mllrlts, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. script
modern times. Profusely illustrated. B v Algernon S. Fitiger1Lld,
for twenty years bar:dmaster of t'he E.oyai l3engai M~rine~.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTllJRN,-C(}Jitaining
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN A',l'HLETE.-Giving full in·
struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian cl ubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Al~o full qirl!ctions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
heal thy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations, Evers ):Joy can il)ustrq.tecl. lh John Allen.
No. 71. HOW 'l'O DO MEJCHANICAL TRICKS.-Cont11.i11inr
beco111e strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for J?erforming over ~i~tl }4~cl;iil.ni1;4l Trick~
in this little book.
No. lO. HOW TO BOX.-The al't of self-defense made ea5y. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated,
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the ditfer·
LETTER WRITI N G.
ent positions of a good ·boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A moat co~- .
th ese-useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete
little
book,
containing
"full qirections for writipg love-Iettel't,
withoqt 11-n instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving speciQ1en letters for yoµng and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises,
E,mbracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions fol' writing letters to jq.qiei; on a.I) 11qbjects;
also letters of intrecluction, notes and req uests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. ttOW TO WRl'l'E LliJ'l'TElRS TO GENTLEME)N.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Conta.ining full .instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. Containin!l' full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described witl:i twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the .best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LET'l'ERS.-.A, wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling yon how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, eJilployar; and, in f11,ct, everybody and any·
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body yon wish to write to. Every young man and every young
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this hook.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WIUTE l.-ET1.'ERS CORRECTI;Y.-Con·
sleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject·;
91>eciall;y prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuatiQp. 4lnd composition, wit4 specimen letters.
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'THI S'rAGE.

No. 4:1. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the la test jokell used by the
mo•t famous end men. No amateur minstrels ia complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NE1W YORK STUMP SP.l!lAKERContai!ling a varied asso,rt~ent of >itump speeches, Negro, ·Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NElW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKIJJ B<?OK.;--Somethin~ new a_nd very instructive. Every
boy should obtam this book, as it contams full instructions for or&anizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-'l' his is one of the most ori~inal
joke books ever t>nblishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor~ It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc.. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtai n a copy immediately.
No.. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing comfor various characters on the
plete ml!ltrnctions .how to m11:ke
stage; together with the duti es o the S tage Manager, Prompter
Scenic Artist.and Property l\Ian. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N~ . 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes nnd funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Uernlan comerlian. Sixty-four· pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

ttf

HOUSEKEEPING.
Nd. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WI.NDOW GARDEN.-Containing
full instructions fot• constructing n window garden eitb,er in town
or country, and the most approved methods for rai sing beautiful
flowers at home. The most cotnplete book of the kind ever pub·
lished.
No. 30. HOW 'l'O COOK.-One of the most instructive books
on cooking e'•e r published. It. con tains. recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and o,v sters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all ki nds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, m~n and women; it will teach you how to
make almogt au~· thing !ll'otrnd the hot~ se . surh as pa rlo r orna1·1cnts
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, nnd bird lime for catching bir<ls.'

ftLECiRICAL.

No. 31. HOW '1'0 BECOME A SPEAKICR.-OottttinlD.I fou,.
teen Illustrations, giving the different positions reqpislte to becomt

a good spet1ker, reader and elocutionist. Also contaming gems ftoia
11..11 tile po1;1Ular ~uthors of ptose and poetry, arranged in tht mOll

e1mph1 and concis:! manne1· possible.
No. 49. trow TO DEBA'.rlil.-Giving rules for conduiltlll.g cJto
bates, outlines fo r debatef, questions for discussion, and the bell
sources for procuring information on the queations &iven.

SOCIETY.

No. g, HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation art
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
haLdkerchief, fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
~ains a _fu ll list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which i•
m.terest1ng to everybody, bo!;h old and young. You cannot be happJ
withou t one.
No. 4. IlOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruct ions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties.
how to drrss, and full directions for calling olI in all popular squue
dan<'cs.
No. 5. IIOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A: complete guide to love,
courtship ancl maniage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be obsen ed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
erally known.
No. li. I l'IJW '£0 DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of rlressiug and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
s.elections of to lors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. H OW 'l'O JJECO~IE BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
lJ;ve rybody, wishes to kuow how to become beautiful, both male and
fetnale. The sec ret is sim ple, and almost costless. Read thi1 book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

Bmos AND ANIMALS.

No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
containing fuJJ instructio ns fo r the management and training of the
canary. mockingbird, bobo:in k. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 3:l. -HOW TO RAIB E DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS .AND
RAB ilITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illua·
·
trat ed. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO i\fAKPJ AND SET TRAPS.-Including hlntl
on how to ca tch moles, wrnsels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds,
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harl'ingtou
K eene.
No. 50. HOW 'rO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-.!:
valua ble book, giv ing instructions in collecting, preparing, mountinf
•
and preserving birds, animals an d insects.
No. 54. HOW 'l'O KEEP AND i\fANAGE PETS.-Giving com•
plet!e in fo rmation as to the m:<nne r and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kin ds of pets; also giving full
jnstructi_ous fo t• mpkinP, cvgcs, ct('. .l!'ully explained by twent.v-eight
illu strat?on~, makmg it t!:e :nest complete book of the kind ever
t:mblishea.

No. 46. HOW TO M,\.KI!l A:\D USE E LECTRICITY.-A description of the won<lcrfu l uses of c!ectrieit.Y and electro magnetism ;
togeth·e r with full instru ctions fol: making E'.ecttic T oys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, .A.. l\I ., l\f. D. Ccntaining over fi(ty illustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL l\IA C III~ES.-Con
taining fu ll Jirecti ons for making electrical machines, inductio:::i
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
.
By R. A. R. BP.nnett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICA L TRICKS.-Containing a
r.HSC ELU\ NEOUS.
large collection of inst ru ctirn and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. IIO W 'l'O Bl•: b :-.r n A SCllD.'fI'IST.-A useful and ht·
together with illustrations. By .A.. Anderson.
strucli \' e book. giri ng a com pll'le treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acou stics, met l in 11i < ~ . ma! hematics, chemistry, and dl·
reclions for ma ki ng firework s, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thil
ENTERTAIN M.ENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO;.\IE A VEN'£RILOQ{.JIST. -By Harrv book <:an not he equaled.
No. 14. IIOW TO i\fAKE CANDY. -A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret giveu away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting mul t i- making all kinds of candy. ice-<'rcan.!1,. sy rup~essences, etc~ etc.
l\o. - ~-L UOW TO BECOME A .'1 AU'l'J:LOR.-Containing full
t udes every night with his wonderful Imitations), can master the
ar t, and create any amount of fun for himself.and friends. I t is the informati on regarding choice of subj ects, the use of words and the
mann er of preparing and sul>mi ttillg manu sc ri pt. Also containing
greatest book <'Ver pnblish~d. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valu able in fo rmation as to the neatness, legibility and general com•
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a su_ccessful author. By Prinee
.
of games, sports, carq diversions, comic recitati9ns, etc .. su itable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A W6ft•
the
in
information
practical
and
useful
containing
book.
l
derfu
published.
book
an:v
than
money
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to eveey
book, containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and e!Iectiye recipes for general complaints.
backgammon. croquet. domir.oes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con•
· No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
'and witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW '£.0 BE A DETEJCTIVID.-By Old King Brady;
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and f\. . 'irections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure•
and
Poker,
Draw
Sancho,
edro
P
_ce,
ll~
Forty·Five,
bage, Casino,
•
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well -known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contaln·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over t hree hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information r egarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and othef
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
I~~~farencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADET.-Containin g full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Sturly, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
structions of how to gain adm ission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO REC!TE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular sele<:!tions in. use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com·
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces,- together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become•
West Point Military Cadet. "
·
with many standard reacwngs.

No. 13. HOW TO DO ·IT; OR, BOOK OF ElTIQUETTEl.-It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's happiness in it.
' ~o. 33. HOW 'l.'0 BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
m the drawing-room.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH., OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
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Farne and Fortune weekly
STORIES ·OF .BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A SELF-MADE MAN
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Pages of Reading Matter

·Handsome Colored Covers
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A NEW ONE ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

fRIOE fi VENTS A VOfY

This Weekly c?ntains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are · rounded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of plu9k, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which makes j'Fame and Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, although each number
ls replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists, and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.

A Lucky Deal~ or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy Who Succeedell.
A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green
River.
·
. 8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made
Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; ·or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
lp A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys Who Worked a Deserted
Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
,
12 A Diamond in the Rough; or, A Brave Boys Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest
.$Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
King of the Market; or, The Youngest Trader in Wall
Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
}9 A Rise in Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.
1
2
3
4
5
6

11

i

iB

21 All to 'the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing' It Through; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Specu~ator; or, the Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 The Way to S°'ccess; or, The Boy Who Got There. .
27 Struck Oil; or, The Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; ot, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Stre~t.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
32 :A.drift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wall Street.
34 Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy in the World .
36 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
37 Beating the Brokers; or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done.•
38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 Never Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor or Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning His Way to the Top.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on ·receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage sta1Dps, by

PBA.JTX TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.
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WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE

Price 5 Cents
~HANDSOME

·s~'ORY

EVERY VVEEK

BY THE' BEST AUTHORS

ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

•

Price 5 Cents
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY '-.a

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World

l1S TAKE NOTICE! ..._
This handsome weekly contains intensely interest ing stori es of a.<l venture on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situati ons and liYciy in cid ents. Th e heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles by sheer force of brain s and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who \\Tite th c~e stori es in a manner
which will be a source of pleasure and profit to the rend er. Ea ch number ha s a handsome colored illustration mad e by the most expert artists. Large sum s of money arc being spent to make
this one of the best weekli es ever published.
·

..... Here is a List of Some of the Titles .....
1 Smashing the .Auto Record ; or, Bart Wil son at the
Speed LeYer. By Edward N. Fox.
2· Off the Ticker ; or, Fate at a :.\Jornent's :Notice. By
Tom Dawson.
3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danforcl's West
Point Nerve. By Li eut. J . J. Bany.
4 The Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hurn in Hondura s. By F~· e d 1\-arburton.
5 Written in Cipher; or, Th e Skein Ja ck Barry T.Jnravelled. By Prof. OliY er 011'ens.
6 Th e No-Good Boys; or, Downin g a Tough Name. By
A. Holl'arcl De Witt.
7 Kicked off the Earth; or, Ted Trim's Hard Luck Cure.
By Rob Roy.
8 Doing It Quick; or, Ike Bro\\·n's Hustle at Panama.
By Captain Hawthorn, U . S. N .

9 In the 'Frisco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag's Day of Terror. By Prof. Oliver 01r ens.
10 \re, 'Cs and Co .; or, Seeing Life With a Yaudeville
Sho1\'. By Edward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out for an Officer ; or, Corporal T ed in the Philippines. By Li eut. J. J'. Barry.
12 A Fool fo r Lu ck ; or, The Boy Who Turn ed Bos~ . By
Fred \Y arburton.
13 Th e Great Gaul "Beat"; or, Phil Winston's Start in
Reporting. By A. HO\rard De \Yitt.
J.! Out for Gold: or, The Boy \r ho Kn ew the Difference.
By Tom Da1rson.
15 Th e Bo,1· \\"h o Balked; or, Bob Drisbane's Big Kick.
By Frank Irving.
1G Slicker than Silk; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By
. Hob Roy.
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